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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Wednesday, July 24, 1918
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president's proclamation. Postmaster

L. KoonB, first assistant postmaster
genera, in subjects of organization
and administration; David S. Lewis,
former congressman from Maryland,
now a member of the tariff commission, on subjeets of operation, and
William H. Lamar, solicitor for the
postofflce department on matters of

finance.

.

SIX OF GREW OF

CRUISER S

01

UNACCOUNTED FOR
IBV

MOANING JOUVNAL

Washington,

of the

IflCHL 1 IAIO Wlt
July 23. All but eight

men reported miHS-In- g
sinking of the armored
cruiser Ran Dlcgo off Fire Island, New
York,', last Friday,
have
been ao
counted for, said an announcement tothe
night by
navy department. Further reports are expected to reduce
this number and officials hope that
the only casualties will be the three
men killed by the explosion.
The men still unaccounted for are:
Clyde Balne, Lomieka, Calif.; George
W. Farin, Akrofi, Iowa.; Leon Good-noFairport, N. Y.; Wilfrid Larson.
H. Law,
Mammoth, Utah; Henry
White Plains, X. Y.; Andrew Munson,
St.
Minn!; Silas Watters,
Paul,
Gainesville, Ga.; James E. Compton,
San Jose, Calif.
fifty-nin- e

after the

'

CAMFORMAN KF.POHTKI)
HOME ON ITRIXJtGH
;

INQUIRY FOR I, W, W, .
San Jose. Calif., July 23. James E.
' LANDS MAN IN JAIL Compton
of San Jose, reported unac
counted for In the list of missing from
the armored cruiser San Diego, was
DNItIC
JOURNAL aICIAL L1AHD Wltl
Chicago, July 2S. Charles Plahn, at home hero' on leave at the time of
an organizer for the I. W. W., told of the' disaster.
his experiences with the law In Bessemer, Mich., when called today as a CTAII BLtTOACKKT
SENDS MESSAGE IIOMfl
,
witness for the defense In tho I, W.
W. conspiracy trial.
Salt
When he first went to Bessemer in Wilford Lake Cltv. I'tah. .T.ilv 9.1
Larsen of Mammoth. TTtah.
1917, he said, he was thrown Into Jail who
the navy denartment includes
when he asked for the I. W. W.
among the eight still missing and un- headquarters. Later he was carried
ror off the cruiser Sail
out into the country in an automobile tccouniea
Diego, Is alive and well somewhere
and beaten. .
In the Vicinity Of New Vnrlr nxxni-,1- .
Ing to a telegram which was received
oy nis aister, Mrs. Arthur Stapeley of
.
Mammoth, Saturday.
THE WEATHER
.
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FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., July 23. New Mexico: Wednesday and Thursday, generally fair; cooler Thursday.
Arizona: Wednesday and Thursday
general falrT not much change in tem-

perature.

:

LOCAL REPORT
A aummary of local weather condl-- .
tlons for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended
Ptf-- l
m. yesterday follows: Maxl-t- i
v
4
iiif .a mum temperature, 89 degrees;, mini- i. ..'; lit.tfrrOium, 89; range, 30; temperature at
6 p.
i
81; e:uth wind; partly cloudy;
ifr'.i.

'.'
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precipitation.
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''We're All Right,"
Message of Sammies
as Nurses Give Aid

FACTOR

REAL
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MOMENTUM OF ALLIES

ON UNPRECEDENTED SCALE

I

IS NOT YET SPENT

States Transport- - New Onslaught by French Uned Forces in Such Numbers
dertaken Along Sector HerePuzzle to Foe; Hope to Retofore
Quiet; Stacks
df
new Offensive,
in
Drive,
Booty Taken
,

How United

InV MORHINa JOUBNAL IflCIAL LtAAlB WIRC)
' (Lead All I ixlated War; by the Assw
Washington, July 23 .An" official
cliitcil
rows.)
dispatch today from Switzerland says
The allied troops on the Bolssons
tho German newspapers not only admit Hint tho German offensive has rthedns salient continue to gain, bo't
fulled but. express fear that General on tho western side of the battle
Foch has built up un army of re- front and on the south
along the
serves that will enable h!in to wrest Marne and toward Rheims, notwfth
the offensive from tho German high standing the
Increasing resistance-ocommand.
the Germans and the bad weather. .
Gem-ni- l
IVan-d- .
While the latest gains recorded are
Tho Frankfurter
Zeitung asserts
that tho entire strategical plan of not as great, on tho whole, as those
lllndetiburg Is compromised by tho of previous days, they nevertheless
e
front.
attack on the
have added positions
of strategic
"Something new
appears in tho value to tho allied line for the fur'
that
paper.
strategical situation," says
"General Foch has been able to form thcr prosecution of the efforts Nto
an Important urmy of reserves. Koch's clear tho territory of the enemy.
attack aims to deal u blow In the back More prisoners, guns and war stores
of Roobm's army and should It bo have fallen into the hands .of the
successful It might compel this army American, French and British troops.
French Strike Blow, ,
to retreat under most unfavorable
Tho French to the northwest, mld- conditions.
"Foch's attack threatens .the whole WI,y ot"een boissons and Amiens.
,,nav9 delivered a slow against'the
..,
of HindenlMirgs nlans."
The Strassburgcr Post snys the pub German line which has been produo
He had In general attached too great the of excellent results.
Striking on
holies to the German offensive at a front of about four miles they penetrated about two miles and gained the
Rholms and asks:
.''From whore do these troops come heights dominating the valley, of the
that tho American transports really Avre. Flf toon hundred Germans were
brought more quickly than they were captured by the French. The official
communication issued by the French
expected?"
The Munchener Neust Nachrlchtcn war office refers to this fighting as a
, , ..,
says France still Is very strong; that local operation.
South of Solssons the drive of the
America has more than half a million
n
forces toward Fete
soldiers In France and that the Enghas pushed1 " fnrthtlf
lish army has been reconstructed and
put Into a perfect state. It adds that back the Germans on both sides of th
South of the river, not!
It will take weeks, perhaps, to wrest Ourcq river.
withstanding fierce resistance, rli
the initiative from General Foch.
allied forces reached the railroad llni
between ArmentlereS and Colncy riiliif,
nlng southward to Chauteau Thierry,,
I
;
and pressing beyond it.
Hold Dominating Points.
This brings the French and Amerl"
can troops relatively to within seven,
BO
miles of
and attis
gives them a dominating position
big gun play over the eastern sectltm
of the railway line running from AtJ
VS5
mentiereS to
On the northern bank of the Maeni
Ao the east of Chateau Thierry
the
town of Jaulgonne, from which the
GIAL llAllfi WtAII
American retreated during the Ger
lV HCIRNINt JOUAMAL
Washington,
July 23. Indorsing man offensive, has been recaptured
the suggestion of Pacific coast ship and left In the rear by the advancing
yard workers that Labor Day be made troops. Easl of Jaulgonne the Freneh
a second great ship launching day, likewise have advanced their line on
Charles M. Schwab, director general the north bank of the Marne and
of tho emergency fleet corporation, clung to their newly won positions. ;
Advanon IJne Mile.
today transmitted to the men workLikewise southwest of Rheims,
ing with him a letter from President
Wilson expressing the "keen Interest" where the British are fighting with
with which tho president is following the French, strong enemy positions
the progress of the ship building pro- have been captured and the allied Una
advanced nearly a mile. The reingram.
President Wilson's letter was ad- forced German front here stubbornly
dressed to Chairman Hurley of the contested the advance but the 'British
and French gained the advantage arid
shipping board, acknowledging a re- In
addition to inflicting heavy casport of progress. The president add- ualties
took prisoners and five guas.
ed:
Ger"When you get an opportunity, will The Ilriilsh alone captured 300
'
mans.
you not express to those who are
The counter-attack- s
of the Germans
working for the board and for the continue to be delivered with
great
with
keen
interest
tho
corporation,
and with heavy gun and mawhich I follow all these operations violence
behind
chine
them.
fire
Where)'
gun
and the accompliahments of each buthey are forced to give ground tNl
reau and agency and yard?"
Germans
are
numerous
maleaving
Mr. Behwab's indorsement of the chine
gun nests in the open to harass
men's proposal to "splash the kaiser" their enemies
in
aid
and
making Be- again by launching 100 ships In a cure the retirements.
.;
was
Bingle day
Germans Kmplojr Gas,
"While the launching record for
Tho
are
Germans apparently
fearthe Fourth of July was splendid," he ful the constant nibbling
at their lints
said, "let us strive to mako the Labor east of Amiens by the British, foreDay record even still greater."
shadows an early attack and they are
sending a rain of gas shells over the
MOTORS CARRY GRAIN
x
,
sector. The Briton
ish
various sectors In France and
PERSIANS
HUNGRY
-

"

,

Aisne-Marn-

France
Before War Ends, Baker's Hope

Two Million Afnericans in
(By Morning Journal
With
July 23,
Washington,
probably not mucn more than a
quarter of a million American troops
engaged In the present battle, but
With virtually a million others cither
in Fruhco or hastening across the
ocean to Join In the fight, General
Foch has been able to turn the tables
on tho enemy and strike a blow that
has changed tho whole trend of the
war.
Officials here, while fully recosniz
Ing the fact that tho Americans are
today only a comparatively small part
of the vast war force?, realize that the
American army in going forward in a
constantly Incresalng stream is tho
governing factor In retoring the initiative to tho allies. Pluns are being
taken to accelerate the American military program.
It is practically certain General
Foch will have at least 2,000,000
American troops berore the present
fighting Bpason closes. Secretary Baker announced the war department's
new program embraces enlarged army
appropriations, modifications of the
draft ages and plans for a larger mo
bilization would soon be ready for
congress.
He would go Into no details, but tho
plans probably aim at getting under
arms without delay a total force not
far short of the 6, 000,000 figure discussed in congress.
The fighting in the Aisne salient
has opened new possibilities. There if
Increased need for haste, In the opinion of officials, In gotting full Amerr
lean man power rondy to supplement
the efforts that appear now to be taking shape toward hurling (he enemy
back; all along the front and beginning
the advance that will end only when
victory has been achieved.
of
Reports indicated fully one-haall ground won by the Germans in
the AiBtio salient already had been recovered.
Mr. Baker said the reports from
General Pershing were satisfactory. It
was clear officials are engrossed in
preparations for offensive battles on
an even large scale.
The German
offensive
arch lr.
France has rested on two great pillars, one In the Plcardy front and the
other on the Marne. It has been re
peatedly stated that the pressing home
of this mighty plncer movement
threatening both Paris and the channel ports as it progressed, has been
the German object from the first day
the battle of 1918 was opened last
. March.
The southern pillar of that arch hai
now been gravely weakened. By
lf

'

.

e

efforts the Germans are

seek-

ing to prevent It from collapsing
Even If the allied advance Is checked
now, there appears little likelihood the
his tactical poenemy would
sition on a basis that would permit
rev aoaMiHa jouaaAi aneiAk LiAato
wiaai
him to continue his old plan of cam'Paris. July 23. "Tell th. niu.
paign before the coming, of winter.
heme we are all right." ia tha
The allied .reserves on the
sage of the American wounded as they
line now have the advantage
are lined from thehospltaI traina.
of interior lines. These occupy a sa. American
PaiI rVnaa n.n n M.ik lient buttressed on forests
and cither
fountain, pens and' postcards follow the strong positions which the tnemy was
doctors on their rounds between the unable to break through when In the
stretchers at the Paris station re full strength of his great drive. It apserved for the hospital trains.
peared possible to some officers that
Each man gets' a chance to dictate the' next few days might see an al...
few line.
lied assault on both tldee of the Pl- -

m.

FRENCH SWEEP

nvwvin a

London,

a,

General Burleson announced to the
country that his policy would be one
of the least possible Interference with
the wire communication system con
sistent with the interests and needs
of the government.
Policy riulctcrniincrt.
Tress wire service, Mr. Burleson
said, would be Interfered with only to
Improve its facilities, and farmers'
telephones would be interefered with
only to facilitate their connection with
the larger lines. No general policy
has been decided upon, the postmas
ter general announced, and public no
tlce will be given of any plans to
change present arrangements.
Pledging to the public his best efforts for the most efficient service at
the least cost, the postmaster general
declared he welcomed the suggestions
and
of the men who have
built up the systems.
Burleson Is Chairman.
Postmaster General Burleson Iwlll
personally take charge of the administration and will be assisted by a
committee of three composed of John

.miii!

i a

WIRK1

July 23. The French attack near Montdidicr today wag a very
well executed anc, successful minor
operation, and according to dispatches
received this afternoon from the battle front was presumably designed as
a diversion, aiming at keeping the
Although congress empowered him enemy's mind ocrupied and preventto do so, the president did not include ing hint from sending large reinforcewireless systems, because the navy al- ments to tho southward.
At the same time it also effected an
ready Is In control of them and ho
also did not Include ocean cables, preimportant local improvement in the
sumably because contracts the cable line at a sector where every advance
means better protection for Amiens
companies have with foreign governments on whose shores they land, con- and Paris. The French attacked on
tain clauses respecting government a four-mil- e
front after an hour's
operation which raised Involved quesor the German lines, and
tions. The navy already is in practical control of the cables through' Its captured all thre villages of Sauvil-lerAubvillers and
censorship.
within fifteen minutes.
Kinployns Retained. .
.
Vila president's proclamation placed
JPrhonora Xot Counted.'-- .
administration of wire systems with
About a thousand more prisonors
Postmaster General Burleson and pro- have been counted by the entente al
vided that unless otherwise decided, lies in the last twenty-fou- r
hours. Of
the. present managements and em- this number, about half have been
ployes will continue.
Present finan- credited to the Americans and British,
cial arrangements also will continue but as a matter of fact tho allies just
with the approval of the postmaster now are far too busy to devote much
tlire to the counting of prisoner!
general.
In a statement accompanying the
tCimtlnued o nTageTwoP
'

mrw

III

His

IHIIU LUIIO

-

ON TO BtRUM

SEES TERRIFIC STRUGGLE

July 23. Acting under
the authority recently conferred by
congress, President Wilson today issued a proclamation taking all telephone and telegraph lines under government operation and control at midnight, Wednesday, July Si.

AMERICA
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Frank At Scene of German Advance
Newspapers Publish
Statement Indicating DisapEnemy Is Compelled to
pointment in Von Hinden-burg- 's
River;
Dominating
Points Are Captured,
Strategic Plan,

Counter Blows Delivered by
Will
Interfere as little
the Germans Indicate Great
Policy
as Possible With Operation
Strength; Allies Battle on
as Now Conducted,
to Press Foe,
Announces

I

"AM E RIKA CAND'T FIGHD!"

m

TO MANAGE

ES

ADITS

Navy Department Already in New Attack Prevents Him From
Control of Radio Systems;
Taking Men From Region to
Cables Remain Under DirecReinforce Closely Pressed
tion of Present Owners,
:
Army Along Aisne,
BURLESON

1

5

FO

EDITION

Daily by Carrier or Mall, TOc a, Infant
Single Copies, M

HARASS

ENEMY

ESOAY

i

CITY

te

Aisne-Marn-

e

Special Leased Wire)
curdy front, delivered with the pur
poso of forcing German reserves to
rush back around the point of the
Compiegne salient from the Aisne
theater. If resistance to the allied
from tho Marne becomes too
great - to lie overcome, they expect
some such operation, as General Foch
frequently has proved his full knowledge of the value of holding the initiative umi can be relied upon to hold
It by surprise assaults which will wc.n
out the Gorman reserves In hurrying
from front to front to meet them.
So far as future American participation goes. General March has already diHClosed to congress that offensive operations are expected latet
In tho year. There are already available more troops than can be shipped
to the front before winter.
In ninking this statement, Mr.
said the changes" in draft atses are
r.till under study. ' The study of tho
draft ag? question, ho said, was based
upon finning the "necessary number
of men with tho least possible disturbance of economic conditions in the
country."
It was recalled that the original national army plan as presented by tho
limits of 19 to 26, Inclusive. Connrens
changed these limits to the present 21
to 31 law. There has been nothing to
Indicate, however, that either Mr
Baker or his advisers have chungod
their' opinion that men of 10 should
be taken, furnishing two large additional classes of recruits Immediately
without material disurbanco of tho
economic balance.
Just what maximum age will bo
found most desirable It is difficult to
say. It was frequently urged In congress recently that the limit be set at
45 years.
That would Involve an
enormous amount of registration and
execution of records, however, foi
which a very small return in fighting men could be expected in the
higher a;;cs. Probably a compromise
at 40, or perhaps below that, will be
worked out in the end.
One of the chief arguments for extension upward of tho age limits in the
power it would give to apply the work
or fight rule on a far wider scale. The
government, towever, has not as yet
committed Itself to a policy of this

RELEF STEAMER
CREATES

s TIR

I

ATLANTIC COAST
Vessel Thought to Have Been
Torpedoed When Sighted by
Seaman Was on Way to Port
to Undergo Repairs,
lar MOANiNa journal picia.l lcauo witl
An Atlantic Port, July 23. A largo

four masted Belgian relief steamer
passed here southbound In tnw of tho
wrecking tug .Resolute today.
Her
Hume could not be distinguished,
hut
painted in large letters on her side,
were tho
words:
"Belgian Relief
Ship." She apparently was not In distress and It was thought she was the
steamer which was damaged in an explosion at a north Atlantic port several months ago and was being towed tc
another port to finish repairs.
When she was first sighted, how.
ever, It caused
great excitement
In the disiiinong shipping men.
tance It looked; as If her smokestack
had been shot away. In view of tho
fact that sho had passed through the
7.0110
in which a German submarine
sank four coal barges Sunday, and
because of tho search made by coastguard crews for a ship believed to be
Hounding distress signals, tho reports
that she had been attacked by the
raider upread rapidly.

AMERICAN
'

PRISONERS

IN GERMANY

NAMED

'

Franco-America-

c

NEX

TL

Of

URGED BYSCHWAB

--

Washington,
July 23. Names of
ten Amelrcan soldiers who are prisoners of war In Germany were announced today by the war department
as follows:
At Camp Durtnxliidt.
Corporal John L. Murray, Full Village, Conn.; Privates Tony Blchum,
New Britain. Conn.; Chester D. Grav-at- t.
Ocean Grove, N. J.
character.
At Camp I.lmburg.
Privato Wirilam O'Sullivan,
Conn.
Cunip Nut Known.
George , M. Williams,
Corporal
Ilondersonvllle,, Ky.; Privates Joseph
JO
H. Brown, New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y.; Charles W. Knowlton,
rapseiAL BiATen to aoANiMa jouaMAL,
,av MoffNixa jouaaAk artciAL lkac a wiail
Fairfield. Conn.; Joseph Z. Lagassey,
New York, July 2!t. Confirmation
With the French Army in France, Bristol, Conn.; Randolph 8. Stewart,
of famine in
Plalnvllle, Conn.; John W. Jones, Ox- of the worst reports
July 23 (by the Associated Prov
Persia and the cabling of ,100,000 to
A drenching downpour 'over tho ford, Ala.
,
the southern battlepurchase grain in India, to he transgreater part-o- f
ported to the hunger stricken land by
field, hindered operations of both the
motor trucks, was ann6unced here toNEGROES ARE
allies ami the Germans last night and
day by the American committee for
today.
CALLED FOR SERVICE Armenian and Syrian relief. A mesFurther north, however, French
sage, telling of the famine conditions
troops; executed a remarkably brilwas received from members of the
liant operation between Moreull and
'ar Moaniaa jouamal aeuiAL LaAate wiaai
committees' Persian commission now
Washington, July 23. Fifty thouMontdldier, attacking and recapturing
three villages around which some sand negro registrants qualified for in Hongkong.
Dr. Harry Pratt Hudson, head of the
very heavy fighting occurred 11 March general military service were called
to the colors today by, Provost Mar- commission and three other members
and April. They are
t.
Sauvillers and Aubvillers, all situated shal General Crowder.
are on their way to England for a conon heights overlooking the Avre river. . The will entrain between August sultation with the British authorities
1 and 6 and will cpme from forty-on- e
Their possession is of great
before joining the eleven other mem-beon the Persian fulf.
states and the District of Columbia,
whole-hearte-

e,

Heavy Rains Hinder
Speedy Operations

'

of Battling forces

'

50,000

Vlllers-Bretonneu-

Flanders continue making slight
gains and taking prisoners and ma't
chine guns.
both the French and
J n Albania
Italian troops are keeping up therfl
pressure
against the Austrians, IB
the latest reports from Rome and
Paris considerable gains are credited
to the allied troops and also the can
ture of important positions and prisy

oners and guns.
An enemy submarine has sunk Va
American fishing schooner off th.
,
I
Maine coast.
.

'

Mailly-Ralnev-

'

rs

Nationalists Return.

t

London, July 23. The Irish sij
tlonalists returned to parliament
after a three months absence due ,to

tod(

the government's conscription
,
tltude.
y
.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Wednesday, July 24,
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Please Cut This Out
or Keep it in Mind
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deliveries

OF SLAV PEOPLES

.1

To help strengthen her nerve end
put color into her checks..,

'

The

I

wo
chatlrea
men without
iron. The trouble in the past
haa been that
when women
needed Iron
the
generally
took ordinary
metallic IronJ
which
olten
cor rod ad he
tomach tad
did more harm

II
t

1

u

than

i

Further Investigation by Department of Justice Indicates
Widespread Fraud in Inspection of Garments,

an b

bctutiluL
htilihT. roiyj
no

(BY

ood '

I alwaya inalat ihlt my catienta take only
organic
lron.,Thia parti,
cular form o( iron i daily aarmllaied
doea not blacken nor injure the teeth nor
upaet the aiomaeh.tlt.will increaae the
uength and enduraoce ol weak nervoua,
irritable, caraworn. 'haggard-lookinwomen in two Wttka'tim
in minv inmtanf
I have uaed It In my own
with
practice
moat jurpriaingtreaulta.-Ferdina- nd
-

!

King. M.

U
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OFFICIAL STATEMENTS

FRENCH
faY

JOO'.NAL SPCriM

MOANINO

Paris, July

Md Win)
h, Ai'.ici ii :in
t

Kick

23.

Hnd British

troops made e," tujiderahlc
e
advances during tho day vn tho
front, accordiug.to tho warvif-fleannouncement tonight. In utldi-tioto occupying several Villages, i:ioy
captured 1800 prisoners nr more.'
"On both sides of flu; Ourc attack:.
by our troops during the day obtained
Aisne-Marn-

e

n

satisfactory results notwithstanding
the tenacious resistance offered by
the enemy, who brought up fresh r
serves, norm 01 me river we cul
tured and went beyond Ix- I'lesier-Jlule- u
and reached the western outskirts of
We occupied the village f Mnt-trr-

Oulchy-La-Vill-

e.

u,

,

"South of tho Otireq
troops crotsed the fhatrrm Thierry road, carrying their- line morn than
a kilometer to the east. The village of
Rocourt is in our hands un well as
the greater part of the ( hatelet wood.
"On tho right bunk of the Maine
we made new progress north of Mont-KPere and Chartcves, which in in
ourTiands. Likewise wo onlargvd our
bridgehead at nulgnnne.
"On the front between (lie M.trne
enand Rhelms there were virlt-n- t
Between the Ardre and
gagements.
Virgny Franco-Britistroops attacked
strong enemy position and advanced
more than a kilometer,
inflicting
heavy losses. Tho British took ::of
cannon.
prisoners and five
"North of Montdidicr a local operation this morning enabled ns to capl,
ture
Sntivtlltrs. and
We took l,a(H) prisoners
Aubvlllcrs.
Including thirty officers,
"In Albania our troops crntintted
Franco-Atnor-Jca-

n

t.

Mallly-Ralncva-

Or

'f

i
I

their attacks yesterday and after
heavy hand to hand fighting drove
the Austrlans from all their positions south of the llolta river. In tho
course of two days we captured f09
prisoners. Including six efficers and
twelve machine guns. On our left, on
the west bank of tho Devoli, Italian
troops captured Hill 900."

GERMAN
HHML
'

4

OISPATCM

Berlin, July

TO MORNINA

JOURV-A-

(via London.)
British attacks at many points are reported In the German official statement Issued today. These, it is declared, wero repulsed.
A general Blackening In the fighting
e
en the
front is also reported. The Germans claim to have
Bhot down fifty-tw- o
enemy airplanes
yesterday.. The text roads:
"At many points on
the front
British detachments advanced against
our lines. They were repulsed. Artillery activity revived in the evening.
"There was quiet on the battle front
at times. South of the Aisne, as a result of his heavy losses, tho enemy did
not renew his attacks yesterday. The
artillery duels also decreased in violence.
''On both sides of tho Ourcq and
the Otucrt and tho ilarno tho
enemy launched violent partial
on nearly all sectors; they A'l'ie
reputed. South of tho Ouivq l hey
were fiustratod by our counter
2.1,

'

Aishe-Mnrn-

&

-

"Enemy detachments which penetrated our advanced positions on the
Marne on both sides of Jaulgonne
were thrown back to the river by
counter attacks. There have been
local battles southwest and cas' of
Rhelms.

'nemy airplanes and
four captive balloons were brought
down yesterday. '
' The
headquarters report this evtti- "Fifty-tw-

o

inff. eeys:

''There have been local engagements on the 'western bank of the
Avie., Between Hoihsons and Kbr'nis
the crown prince'o ntmy frustrated a
tton attack by joint ebemy forces''
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A Penny liere means a Bun "Over there

a wealthy clothHarry K.
ing manufacturer, charged with attempting to bribe a government inGeneral
spector. Assistant Attorney
Huston Thompson
that
explained
while
with the council
of national defense, Lazarus was not
actually a member of Its subcommittee supervising raincoat production.

V, S. Fond Admlnlstratloa,

A penny stick of candy or a lollipop in America is a bun in Belgium

the boys nnfl girls over there. Here's
the way It goes:
If American children ray NO to
and France. These sre the countries
where there are hungry children that lollipop that the use' to eat
who need buns worse than you need every day, the man who makes the
candy. And If every little American, lollipop out of sugar, will tell the
in every state in the Union would man who sells the suijar that he
not spend that dally penny for doesn't neeu so much next time; the
candy, ANY DAY, buns, with sugar man who selU the sugar will tell
on them, could be given to the hun- the man who brings ih' suRar from
gry children over across the sea, and other countries In ships, that he
they would become fat, and healthy needn't bother to load up so much
and happy like yourself.
sugar next trip; the man who bring
Now that sounds like mcglc, and the sugar from foreign countries
will soon
he doesr.'t need
magic It Is white magic, of the so many And that
then he'll say
very finest kind. As u.nglc Is quite to Uncle ships, and
a ship you
"Here's
Sam,"
will
difficult to understand, yon
have DO
need, and I don't need."
to read every word of what follows
And
Uncle
will
Sam
take that
In order to see how the trick Is done.
ts
and fill it with wheat, and
You see the story of how an ship, some
one
and
ugar,
thing and
American lollipop can turn Into a another, and send it over to
Europe
Belgian bun Just like that Is very WITH
and destroyers, to
much like the story that ends with protect It, and the first
thlnR you
"dog won't bite pig. pig won't Jump know, ugnr coated buns, made out
over st lie, and I can't eet home toof American
heat, will be disapnight!"
pearing Into the mouths of little
"Let's pretend that we have come French and Belgian refugees
to the nice part at the end, where All because YOU lit
the pig finally Jumps over the stile tle
Americans
said
end the old lady gets home, all be"NON1J
TODAY"
to
cause tho rat, way off yonder, bethe lollipops and enn-dgan to eat the rat In this story It's
and started white
the little Americans, who begin to maglo that reached
save on lollipops, and the bun that across
tho: Atlantic
.
Anally lands cafe In the hands of ocean!

According to Mr. Thompson Me was a
member of a committeo of raincoat
with
manufacturers who conferred
thd subcommittee on questions of
production.
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Russia on the Brink of Famine
and Epidemics Appeals to
Allies for Help Against Get- man Eploitation- -

JnsiK-otod-

rAOTcmia'S'oTt.
Vutn1 T
fmmended above oy Dr. Ferd
obtained from any good
HDtoiute guatantee of
l '6ir yfsed
y refunded.
ruggiata.r

it
n
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New York, July 23. Officers of the
army quartermaster's department tonight notified concerns named by tho
department of justice' in Its exjioso of
an alleged nationwide graft conspiracy in the manufacture of soldiers'
deliveries
raincoats, that no more
would be accepted Until further notice. They were also told payment
would be suspended on lanre quantities of goods already delivered.
.
Many Not
This action followed the arrest yesterday of seventeen raincoat men and
the discovery of thousands of defoe-liv- c
raincoats, ready for shipment to
France, at the New York quartermaster's depot.
According to the Investigators on
the case these defective coats include
many bearing rejection marks ami
others which had not even been inspected. These defective coats, it was
said, were mixed with other coats, in
bundles packed hy the manufacturers.
Clour Fraud KximirciI.
Investigators intimated that more
coats had
rejected or uninspected
lieen slipped through since the place
of inspection was shifted a few months
ago from the quartermaster's depot to
the factories.
This change had been
made, it was said, at tho request of
(he manufacturers, who claimed that
prompt performance of their contracts
required earlier payment than could
he had if inspection wag not made until final delivery.
Federal officials would not slate
whether suspension of deliveries and
mean that the contracts
payments
would be cancelled or whether they
Would recommend seizure and operation of plants by the government.
Production Discussed.
ln connection with the arrest today

Holders of Liberty Bonds of the First and"
Second Issues, who desire to have these bonds
issue must turn them
converted into the 4
into the bank before NOVEMBER 1ST.;

CHAMBERLAIN

1ERICHA

E

FOH HELP IN WAR

deception as to tho military value of
tho British army. It, seems us if they
aro beginning to have another deception as to tho extent of the value of
the United States forces. Great Britain is proud to call such men brothers
in arms, and to renew and cement on
the field of battle tho old ties which
hao bound together them and us."

AS BATTLE RAGES FRENCH
HARASS ENEMY ON LINE
NEAR MONTIDIDIER

Address at Mansion House in
rnnjuWrom
London Given Over to Praise
Fighting of the fiercest character
of United States for Spirit of tinues ami the
present
' Self
struggling all along tho
Sacrifice,

cons

Soissons-Uhiim-

looj) la very close, strenuous
work and probably not so many pris-
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London, July 23. Speaking at a
luncheon given In his honor by the
lord maypr at the Mansion house today, Herbert C. Hoover, the American
fond Administrator, gave a most
review of the food situation.
MORNINO JOURNAL BPCCIAL LKASCD WIRa)
"Wo can say ctnnhutically that all
Ivondon, July 23. John Dillon, anxiety ns
the great, essential of
Irish nationalist leader, gave notice food is nowtj liaul," Mr. Hoover dein the house of commons be won'rfl clared.
'
ask'flie government tomorrow for a
This was nno of the few social afday for tho discussion of tho follow fairs which .Mr. Hoover will attend
ing motion:
during his slay in London. There
"The policy pursued toward Ireland wero present many
distinguished pub
is inconsistent
by the government
lic men.
vTHh the; great principles, for the vinFarmers Are Praised.
dication of which the allied powers
had beer
Reviewing what
arc carrying on the' war. This policy done in tho way of already
increased produc
has greatly alienated and exasperated tion and saving in
by
tho Irish people and, if persevered In, voluntary efforts andconsumption Mr.
will further alienate and exasperate Hoover snid the exertionrationing,
of tho Amer
them and will steadily increase the ican agricultural
authorities I and
a
of
difficulty
reaching settlement of farmers bail borne such fruit "that
the Irish question on tho basis of there will he no need
during the next
the Dritish and twelve months for any restriction on
between
friendship
Irish nations.
tho volume of breadstuff: to be ship"That this house entirely indorses ped to llm Kuropenn allies."
the principles laid, down by President
Continuing Mr. Hoover s.fTd:
Wilson in his great speech at the
"It will be the joint conclusion of
of
grave
George Washington, when, my colleagues in the European counof
tho
speaking
objects for which tries that we can cet
with a
America and her allies are fighting, less moderate mixture ofalong
other cereals
he said: 'These great objectives ran trj the loaf and
thus provide better
he put into a single sentence.
What bread for tho 220,000.000 people who
we seek is the reisn of law, based are
opposed to Germany."
upon the consent of the governed and
Must Itcdticc Fodder.
sustained by the organized opinion of
Mr. Hoover pointed out, however,
mankind.
These .Treat ends cannot that wMh restricted
the
be achieved by debating and seeking entente allies must face ashipping
reduction in
to reconcile and accommodate
what fodder imports and animal products
statesmen may wish, with their pro- 'until tho submarine has been
over
jects for balances of power and of come and shipping
restored. This
national opportunity.
They can be denegeration
In
ho
production,
realized only by tho determination of added.
would
be
continuous
what tho thinking peoples of the throughout the war. He contended
world desire, with their longing hope that it would bo good
strategy to
for justice and for social freedom and
European land to breadstuff proopportunity.'
duction and to send animal
"And that this house is of tho opin- instead of fodder from the products
United
ion that the true Boltition of tho Irish States.
,
r
qurstion Is to put into operation withAt tho Mansion house luncheon the
out delay with regard to Ireland the first
was J. Austen Chamberdown by President lain, speaker
principles laid
member of the war cnbinet, who
Wilson in his historic, utterance.
expressed in warm termtl on. behalf of
tne government, appreciation to Mr.
JAPAN TO ACT, IN
Hoover and the peoplo of the United
States for
SIBERIAN QUESTION mon cause,the help rendered the comparticularly, through tho
of a peoplo in a land of
IIN JOURNAL SRCCIAL LRASIO W1RI)
plenty.
London, July 23. A Keuter dis(iratitmlc to America.
patch from Tokio dated July 1 says
"We have been able to tldo over
a special session of the privy council,
times of great difficulty end moments
presided over by the emperor, met or
grave anxiety as to the sustenance
to
Siberian
the
consider
today
ques
tion and passed
the government's of our people," said Mr. Chamberlain,
'for which we are under a lasting
measure in the premises.
debt of gratitude to Mr. Hoover and
This
A dispatch to the Associated Press the peoplo of the United States.
from Tokio, July 18. aaid it was be- has been America's portion of tho
lieved In political circles there that war burden in a common fight for
tho Japanese government's reply to right, though now they have come to
the proposal
made by the United help us not In foodstuffs alone but
State relative to allied Intervention with bravo and gallant troops."
Kmpcror'Maflo Mistake,
In Siberia
would be dispatched to
Iteferrlng to Emperor William's fa
Washington on that date. The dis- mous
patch added that it was understood British reference to the "contemptible
army," JIf. Chamberlain sald
the Japanese emperor would accept It
would never be forgotten nor forthe American proposal in every pargiven by the present or future generticular,
ations, th speaker continued:

IRISH QUESTION

m

-

de-vo-

"

"TBei6tman
Trx the 3Van Ad ffiay.'(his
carnDaiga

oners aro being taken us' would be the
case in n direct advance or a retreat
,
action.
.
, Allies Have AtlvunlHjcc.
There has been'TTuie change in the
last twenty-fou- r
hours in the appearance of the Koissons pocket us It apon
pears
the map. What changes
have been piade there are nil to the
advantage of the allies. Tho French
aim Americans have gained further
ground in (ho bottom of the pokct.
The French also are pressing hard
on
the lout,' hue south of Soissons and tile
map shows advances of a thousand
yards or m at several points.
i no
of thoso who
expectations
thought that the Germans were preparing to give up immediately tho en

tile

KuisMins-Chatea-

Thierry-Ithcim-

s

salient and retire' to the Vesle river
or the aimim; have not yet been fulfilled.
According lo today'sdispatches tho
German is light ing bis hardest to
hang on to every. foot of ground he
has. and is constantly counter-attackin- g
wnli surprising momentum, both
on the Al.irue and
along the west sido
of the salient.
It
true, of course, that this in exactly what tho Germans would be
likely lo ,
they were actually it,
me process of retreat.
The Germans are burning villager
ami some small dumps but presuma
bly a lurtlnr prodding will bo needed
to push him back to tho river Veslo.
Meanwhile Iho cnlcnto allies, not
only tlie infantry, but also the nrlil.
lery h n. bomb dropping aviators, are
working without rest at the business
of making either a stand or a with
drnwal difficult for the Germans.
Tho news received In London con
tinues to praise tho work of the Americans, and the accounts of tho capture
of Janlgonne and Buzancy Indicate
that they were a clean cut sefies of
offensive luetics such as the officer-othe liritish general staff have come
to expect from the American fightera
Ono liritish officer told the Associated
'
v
Press:
"I don't seo how the work the
Americans have done in the past
week's fighting could have been done
bolter.
Hindsight
frequently finds
many fault with military operations,
but the work of the Americans stands
such scrutiny woll."
!
.

i

f

.

JOINT

INTERVENTION
HOPE OF RUSSIANS

London, ,i,,iy 23.An undated
from Vladivostok received here
today sayg tho provisional government submitted to the Allies
July IS
a request for joint military action.
"There is every hope," the dispatch,
which was sent by Reuter's correspondent, adds, "that the situation
created by .the movement of General
Horvath. the
leader,
will be liquidated and the
danger of
civil war averted. The attitude of the
Allies will dominate the. situation in
eastern Siberia. .', The atatus of the
provisional government will be liable
higher command In TO Ttl Oil fnn f am totAj. AKmniHHlii
baa sxporlcea' spa Uon are quickly
opened."

.'

dirt-pat-
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(By M. t'oiiHlantlii Nahokorf.)
I consider it a
proof of great political wisdom and
generosity that the
British nation, in spite of the ordeal
of tho present moment, lias not forgotten the great services which Russia rendered to the allies in the first
years of tho war, and the great sacrifices which she has made, under the
weight of which she has collansed.
This wisdom and generosity can yet bo
nuiuui ror the allies and for Russia.
In spite of tho fatal gulf created by
Brest Litovsk, the Interests of Ittissla
and of the allies In many vitally important respects remain Identical The
penetration of the Germans' into
Kiissia Is equally disastrous for ltus-si- a
and tho allies, especially If we
take into consideration
that tho
struggle for final victory over Germany promises to bo a long one.
When Russian patriots speak of the
necessity of helping Russia, they do so
not only as Russians, but as allies of
Great Britain.
The assertion that
they are inviting the allies to Russia
to fight their political enemies, the
Bolsheviks, is pure calumny.
The
allies are not concerned with our
political strife, which is a matter for
tho Russian people
themselves to
deal with.
Russian patriots are asking for help
agawwthe common enemy of Russia, regSrdlesa of parties; and wise,
indeed, aire those In Great Britain who
do not listen to certain voluntary Russian advisers, many of whom, however well meaning, are unable to rid
themselves of Partisan views owing
to the .persecutions
they have suffered in Russia.
I will not discuss the question of
to Russia, as on this matmilitary-aiter I am hot sufficiently competent to
But I would emphasize the
speak.
urgent need for economic, technical,
and organizing efforts on the part of
tho allies.
Germany has already begun the
economic as well as the political exploitation of Russia. Although the
full extent of her ambition is not yet
manifest,, it Is evident that her com
mercial plans In particular are widespread and well organized. Military
domination wdll bo succeeded by still
more drastic and romploto economic
domination.
If left undisturbed, even
for a short period, Germany may
succeed in establishing and entrenching herself so strongly and so firmly
that no peace terms will effectually
dislodge her. The .main Industries of
tho country will pass and remain entirely under hervcontrol.
Into tho possible ultimate political
y
effects of Germany's
domination of .Russia it Is unnecessary to enter at length. But a
brief study of the map of tho middle
east will suffice to show that these
effects are not mere matters of conjecture. In the official German mind,
tho mind of the governing class; the
ideal of Mittel Europa has been expanded, not contracted, by recent
events in the cast.
But the plea for assistance from
the allies has its principal base at the
moment
on humanitarian grounds.
Russia is on the eve of famine ahd
epidemics. Just as Inevitably as political anarchy was the result of military
collapse, so will cholera, plague, and
famine follow in tho wake of the
d

cconomic-cum-milltar-

present anarchy.
Try to conceive the present state of
tho country. Industry Is paralyzed In
the field as In the factory. Produc-

tion of even tho necessaries of life has
been strangled, Agriculture is practically at a standstill. The twin
specters of poverty and starvation
hover over the land.
Imagine Russia in the grip of a
Without
virulent, deadly epidemic!
doctors, without nurses, without medical comforts or medical organization
to cope with the calamity, the conse
Tho death
quences will be appalling.
roll will far outnumber the casualty
lists of this ghastly, decimating war.
The plague will sweep through vast
areas of the country and millions of
Russians, many of whom have f'qught
bravely for the allied cause, will fall
victims to a scourge more fatal than
bullet or bayonet, sword or shell.
It is on this ground that our plea
Is based. Nothing but a strong power
a power accepted and respected by
is
tho whole country
df
capable
stemming the tide of epidemics.
Should Russia fall a prey to these
elemental catastrophes, and fail to organise hersolf for resistance,' then
some force from without will have to
be brought in. Unless we realize this
r
now our
neighbor,' with
whom we share 1,200 miles of border,
will have to do it to save himself.
Moreover, in the event of Russia being in the grip of such a disaster as a
cholera epidemic, it is obvious that
communication will become Impossible, because both allies and neutrals,
however sincere their desire to afford
'help, will have to abstain from any
action for reasons of
'
Hence the extreme urgency.
(From the International News Bureau, Inc.,- Boston, 'Mass.)
.
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AMERICANS TAKE OVER
AIR STATION

BRITISH

(y RTORMINS JOURNAL VRCCIAL LRARtD WIRa
Somewhere in England, July 23, jby
the Associated
Pesa)- - American
aviators today took over from the
British one of the- most Important seaplane stations on the Kngltsli coast,
from which they will do continuous
patrol duty over a large area of the
.

sea.
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Washington, July 23. Th marine
corps casualty list today sholvs:
Killed In action. 4: died of wounds.
3; wounded severely 15; missing, rvi

Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood.

hone

... .251

total, 23.
Private Harry L. LafuberS, 4250
are Irishmen in every department
Grove street,
Colo., was
Oenver,
from the admirals down, and the rewounded severely in action.
cruiters in the towns and villages
throughout Ireland arc always warmA It MY.
Washington, July 23. The army ly welcomed.
Dublin has just given a cordial send
casualty list today shows:
of tho
Killed In action, 24; died of wounds, off to a number of recruit
3; died of disease, 6; died of accident Trawler section of the royal naval reand other causes, 6; wouned severely, serve. This branch appeals vparticu- larly to Irish fisher boys who have
67;,missing in action, 1; total 105.
Private Hugh Cook, 722 Colorado experienced in the past few months
avenue, La Junta, COlo., was severely around the Irish coasts the cruelty
with which the German submarine
wounded.
"
campaign is conducted.
Tho list follows:
The recruits, paraded the streets of, .
Killed in Action.
Dublin accompanied by bluejackets
L.
Niles,
Carl
.
Gilbert,
Sergeant
and marines and the band of tho
Ohio; Corporals StepTi'cn I'. Grib, ChiBerkshire regiment. Among the inPrivates
Gust
Kolar, Chicago;
cago;
scriptions on the banners in the proClifNew
A.
York;
Bramowitz,
Harry
cession were:
R.
Bessie
A.
ford
Board, St. Louis;
"The Germans are sinking
Irish
Buchanan, Big Lake, Wash.; Leslie D. ships and murdering Irishmen.
Join
Ind.; Homer us and avenge these crimes."
Chapin Ridgeville,
Crumb, Knobel, Ark.; James P. Ellis,
"We are Bcatty's boys, brother
Eldorado, Tex.; Chester A. Hartwoll, Irishmen, come
along."
Farewell, Mo.; John Lambert,
North
Mass.; John D. Mundie,
'
Tonawanda, N. Y.; John J. Murphy,
Alldavour, Ireland; Carl Oefstcdahl,
BUTSCHQONER
Minn.;
Joseph F.
Spring iGrove,
N.
O Heam, Lockport,
Y.; Joseph
Samuel
Minn.;
Plrkl, Owatonna,
Schambaum, Brooklyn, N. Y.; John
,

Hol-yok- e,

All

W. Shoemaker, Tyrone, Mo.; Fulton
i,
smitn, Amoriiige, ra.;
East Hampton, Mass.; Archibald L. Stanton, Waterbury, Conn.;
Alfred E. Stengel, Collegepoint, N. Y.:
Isldor Swirsky, New York, Bugler
Leon Jennart, Spring City, Pa.
Died of Wounds.
Privates Domenea De Modica, Boston; John E. Hoey, Pony, Mont.; Guy
E. Stanton, Milhrook, Mich.
Died of Disease.
Trivatcs William A. Farris, Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Harry A. Lewis, Fuller- toft, Neb.; Henry Schmitt, Winona,
Minn.; John Schraeder, Sturgis, Mich.;
U
Cook Clair
Bixby, G&isgow,
Mont.
Died From Accident anil Oilier
Cuiiscs.
Master Engineer Albert O. Urback,
Livingston, Mont.; Sergeant Patrick J.
New York;
McGaharen.
Wagoner
Sylvester Johnson, Cadyville, N. Y.;
Privates Wlllem Klrdxik, Jersey CW
Thomas Patrick, Newark, N. J.
(J.
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Kennebunkport, Me., July 23. Four
men landed in a dory at Cape Por-pertoday reporting that their fishing schooner, tho Robert and Richard
of Gloucester hnd been torpedied by a
German submarine on Cashe Bank,
sixty miles southeast of Capo Porperse
at 10:30 o'clock yesterday morning. ,
Other dories were coming In behind
them, they said. The schooner had
Just stocked up with halibut for the
Boston market.
The men stated that the schooner
se

had been destroyed by a bomb. Tho
submarine, they stated, came out of
wator a few hundred yards distant
and sent shell screaming over their
bow. The crew promptly swung the
schooner up Into the wind and took to
NAVY RECRUITING
their boats. Then the raider sent a
BRISK IN IRELAND boat aboard the schooner,
apparently
took only her papers, placed a bomb
(and left her. A few minutes later an
(AMoclntH Tkm ConwarMmoVnc.)
Dublin, June 23. Lieutenant Percy explosion sent the trim little knockdirector of naval recruiting - in Ire- about to the bottom. No other ships
land, declares that recruiting- for tlie were in sight at the time. The subBritish navy was never more brisk In marine was last seen going south on
Ireland than it is at present. There the surface.
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Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is
just what I need. It is a splen-

did laxative, mild and pleasant and acts so
quickly and easily. I wouldn't be without it,
and keep it in our home all the time."
From a letter to Dr. Caldwell written by
G. C. Murphy, 4 Walker Street,

I Mr.
.

Atlanta, Ga.

I

Dr. Caldwell's

Syr up Pepsin
The Perfect Laxative

Sold by Druggists Everywhere

50 cts.

& $1.00

Recommended as. a positive remedy for constipation, mild and gende in its action. The
standard family remedy in countless homes."
A trial bottle can be obtained by writing to
Dn,W. B. Caldwell; 458 .Washington Street,
.
MotiticeUo, 'Illinois.
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SOUGHT BY FOE

Driven Into Open
te Germans
Effort to Break Up Large
"'
Where
Made
Artillery Reaps Heavy
by
Surpluses
Toll; Terrific Fire Hampers
Revenue Framersf Twelve
Enemy Movements,
PerCent on Stockholders.
Cor-'pora-

(IT
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An ' 18 per

RICIL LUKD

23.

Washington, July
cent normal tax on the net Income of
corporations with provision, however,
that only 12 per cent shall be levied
on the income distributed to share
holders, was tentatively aKreed upon
today by the house ways and means
committee. Members or the commit
tee believe that .the lower rate on
earnings distributed will have a tendency to break up large corporate
surpluses and force the money out
where it can be reached by the surtax on Individual incomes. The present normal income tax on corporations is 6 per cent.
Kates arc
is.'ussvd.
Chairman KUchin of the committee,
after today's session, made this state-

ment:
"The committee had under discussion totay the income tax on corporations, discussing practically all day the
jutes.-

-

"The following rates were suggested and discussed:
" Twenty per cent on net income
of corporations, with a proviso that
on the amount distributed to share
holders, only 10 per cent should be
levied.
"li Eighteen per cent on the net
income of corporations, with proviso
that on the amount distributed to
Biiareholders, only 12 per cent should
be levied.
Net Itate 1 'rained.
"The following rates were also suggested :
A flat rate of 15 per cent on
"1
the net Income; and
2" A flat rato of 12 per cent on
the net income.
While no definite decision was
reached, it seemed that a majority of
the committee favored the preposition
of the 18 per cent rate on net income
with the reduction to 12 per cent on
the amount distributed to sharehold
ers."

The proposed arrangement of t,he
normal income tax on corporations is
in line with treasury department
lcws and Is a new plan in federal
taxation. The proposal resulted from
testimony at committee hearings that
many corporations keep a certain portion of their annual profit in the business instead of distributing the entire,
profits to stockholders 'who would
have to pay a surtax on It.

37 GERMAN PLANES
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With the American

Army on the
e
Front, July 23 (by the
Associated
Press). Northwest of
Chateau Thierry the artillery played
an important part. Here the Americans encountered the stiffest resistance, a village In this sector being reduced by the American guns as its
occupation by the Germans was Imminent. The enemy was thus forced
into the open, where heavy punishment was inflicted.
A drizzling rain fell over the battle
fields and made aerial operations almost Impossible In the morning, but
It cleared somewhat in the afternoon
and the flying men went up. Their
work, however, was limited.
Late in the day German planes endeavored to make observations over
the Marne, where the enemy was
aware that all the usual operations of
moving armies and supplies were In
guns renprogress. The
dered their mission highly doubtful.
Prisoners captured by the Americans say they were forced into action by their officers, who moved behind the lines with pistols, threatening to shoot the first who faltered.
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enemy

planes were brought down or put out
of action by French and British airmen yesterday. Four captive balloons
were burned and many tons of bombs
were dropped on German concentration points.

This announcement

is made in

official" communication
war office tonight.
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FROM ARMY;

VOLUNTEERS SECOND TIME
Sergt. Jose L. Silva, First New Mexico infantry, who recently was discharged from the army because of
physical disability, yesterday volunteered through the local board and
will leave Jhe city tomorrow night for
Kl Paso, where ho again will be assigned to active service.
"I overcame the defect," he said,
"and I am anxious to get a chance at
the kaiser." This was his only
to the medical examiner.

Wallace
Ueid in "Xa,n of .Music Mountain,"
a
one reei "Weekly Kvens."
also

German Mall Stopped.
Washington, July 23. The censorship board ruled today that no outgoing communications written in German would be passed hereafter with
the exception of communications to
prisoners of war.
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t; New Style Dog Muzzles

Report of National Conference
Board Says They Do More
Careful Work Than Men
Demand Increases.

We just received a delayed shipment
oi New Style Dog Muzzles. Com-- f
ortable on the dog.
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35c, 50c and 65c
JSring Your Dog
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jld. KORBER &CO.
Albuquerque's Bis Hardware Store
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Boston, Mass., July 23. Favorable
results from the war time employment
of women In the metal trades were
claimed In' a report Issued tonight

8

the national industrial conference

board.
In summarizing information ob
tained from 131. establishments the
report said that employers generally
tjommended women as more thorough
les3
and conscientious,
producing
spoiled work, and being more careful with tools. Even where the quan
tity of work produced wag less than
that of men, the quality was fre
fluently; better.
Some employers reported that the
Increased demand fpr the services of
women'was tending to make them
more Independent than '.formerly.
Wqmen were generally reported as
taking a more serioust attitude to
ward their work which was reflected
on the one hand In greater sensitive
neRS to criticism and on the qther in
'.,
increased loyaltv.
Comparing tho output of men and
,

.

in

r

ninety-seve- n

General acceptance by employers
of the principle of equal prices for
equal work was Indicated.
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Intent, carrying sixty-eigof cargo and built 128 yen is ago. has
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HH1IP
senaloiis of the fnited Hinuw and In
foivlRii countrws, sul'.le.-to the laws
of uch null-- , dimrlct, ifiriiory, colony,
possesion or country
To enter Into, make, perform, and
carry
out cimiruela of every kind for any lawful
purpose without limit aa to amount with
any person, firm, association or corporation;
and to oct as uncut f,,r any person, firm!
association or corporation for any lawful
purpose; unit to do a Keneral collection

The foi"(:oln(i clatiaea shall be ronslrund
both as objects nml powers, and H Is hereexpressly provided that the forejrolnif
enumeration of specific powers shall not be
held to limit or restrict In uuy manner tho
powers of this corporation.
In Keneral, to have and to exercise all
the powoiB conferred hy ihe laws of Delaware upon corporations formed under th
laws of said State.
To purchase, hold and reissue any of tlia
shares of Ita capital stock.
I'dl'lITH: Tho total authorized capital
stock of this corporation la
Million
Hollars (110.000.1100.00.), divided Into Kour
Hundred Thousand (400.000) shares, of par
value of One Hundred Dollars t$too. ) each.
The iimount of onpllal atoek wllh which
this corporation will commence business Is
Thlrty-thre- o
Million Dollars ( Mlt.iiilu.Aoa. ).
The names and places of residence of each
of the subscribers to (the capital slock are
:is follows;

by

RrcsinioNra

2?2 West Silth St.. New
York City. N. Y.
Cliff Ave., l'clham
Ooori;e C. Taylor, S5
IMKhtu, N. Y.
Burns D. Caldwell, 81 lllsli turret, Ovantjc,
M.

Barrett,

The existence
ha perpetual.

X. J.
of this corporation

to

Is

The prlvato property of the stockholders
shall not be subject tit tho payment of corporate debts to any extent whatever.
The Directors shall have power to malts
to fix
and to alter or amend the
the amount to be reserved as working capexeto
be
cause
and
to authorize and
ital,
cuted, mortffUKes nnct liens without limit
as to amount, upon tho property and franchises of this Corporation.
s
The
shall determine whether and
to what extent the accounts anil books of
theT
this corporation (other
than
atoek
ledger), or nny of them, shall b open to the
and no
Inspection of the stockholders;
stockholder shall have any rltrht of Inspect-Iu- k
any account, or book, or document of
this Corporation, except as conferred hy law
or the
or hy resolution of tho
stockholder.
stockholders
and directors shah have
The
power to hold their meetings and keep tho
books, documents and papers of the corporation outside of the Stale, of Delaware,
at such places as may from tlmo to (Jme be

of

s
or by resolution
designated by the
of the stoi kltolilers or directors.
The Directors shall have power, by a res.
olutl'ui passed by a majority vote of tho
whole Hoard, under suitable provision of
to designate two or more of
the
their number to . constitute an Kxecutive

KSOs.)

with tha endorsements thereon, aa same appears on file and of record In the office ot
the state Corporation Commission,
In Testimony Whereof, the State Corporation Commission of he State of New Mexico has caused this certificate to be elgned
by Us Chajrnmn and the aeal of eaul Commission, to be affixed at the city of Santa
K
on this 3rd. day of July,' A. D. 118.
(SEAL.)
HUGH IT. WILLIAMS.
Aetlnr Chairman.
P. COARD. Clerk.
EDWIN
Attest:
corpora-uon- .
statement op

foreign ;

DUKE GIT Y
'44.

.;;

Journal Want Ads bring results.
M'.C..rj XOTICKS.

PANY.
(No. 9F.08.)

with tha endorsements thereon, "as same appears on file and of record In tho ofrice of
the State Corporation Commission.
n Testimony Whereof, the State Corpor
ation Commission of the State of New Mexico has caused thla certificate to be signed
hy Its Chairman and tho aeal of said Com
mission, to be affixed at the City of Santa
Fo on this 3rd. day of July, A. i). 191S.
(SEAL.)
HUGH It. WILLIAMS.
Acting Chairman.
Attest: EDWIN F. COARD. Clerk
A UTIC1 I.W
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THESE PRESKNOW ALL MEN' BENTS: That AMERICAN RAILWAY EXCOMPANY.
PRESS
corporation organiCommittee, which committee shull, for the zed und existing under and
by virtue of tire
time being, aa provided in sold resolution laws of the state of Delaware
end
or in tho
have and exercise any to transact Its buslnes.i In the State desiring
ot New
or all Hie powers of the Board of Directors
the
make
doth
following
Mexico,
hereby
which may he
delegated In tho statement In accordance with' the provlalons
tminatfement of the business and affairs of ol Section t)SG, N. M, Statutes, .Codifications
(he business of the corporation and shall of IMS:
have powsr to authorise the seal of the
The amount of Ks capital stock Is $40.- said oCrporation to be affixed to all papers (111(1011,1" do and the
.amount actually Issued la
vVtieJi may reitutre It.
:M,0OC, 000,00.
This Corporation reserves the Hunt to
value
of
That
the
the Company's properamend, alter, change, or repeal any proIn the State of Neer Mexico Is ja.uoo 00.
vision contained In this Certificate of In- ty The character
of the business which It
corporation, in the manner now or hereafter Is to transact In the State ot New Mexico
prescribed by the statutes of tire Male of Is:
Delaware, anil all rights conferred on offiTo act a tho Agent of the Director Genherein' are
stockholders
cers, directora.
eral f Railroads In tae conduct ot a gengranted subject to this reservation.
eral
transportation business. InterWe, the undersigned, fot tho purpose of state express
and elate, upon all lines of railroad
formlni! a Corporation, under the laws of under Federal
control and upon other lines.
and
tho statu of Delaware, do make, flln
The location of Its principal ufftce In the
record this Cerlirieate. and do certify that State
Mexico la designated as SIX
New
of
true; and w
tho, facta herein stated aro
2nd Street, Albutjuerqae,
am! the
have accordingly hereunto set our respective South upon whom
process against Uie coragent
hands and seals.
be served le C. 1M Apwegate,
may
poration
Dated at New York June 2otlt ins.
a natural person of full age actually rest-deWll.l.IAM M. I1AUIIETT
(Seal).
In the State of New Mexico, whose
CKoltHI! c. TAYLOR
(Seal).
place of abode Is Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Ul ltNS D. CAI.DWEI.Ii
the ealrl
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
(Seal).
In the presence of
RAILWAY EXPRESS COMAMERICAN
P. V WMAl.t.
PANY has caused Its name to be hereunto
7. 1'.. HARRISON.
subscribed and Its corporate seal to be hereto be exeto affixed, and these present
cuted by Its President and Secretary, thla
State of New York. County of New York--sD.
A.
ot
lull.
June,
2tli day
He It remembered, that on thlB twentieth
Revenue Stamp.)
day of June, IMS, A. D.. personally appearREAL.)
(CORPORATH
ed liefore
subscriber
.a
the
me,
Notary AMERICAN RAILWAY EXPRESS COM- Public, for the Plate of New York, William
P.VY.
M. Rurrelt,
Oeorge C. Taylor, and Hums
Hy OEORfiE C. TAYLOR. Prcslflent.
D. Caldwell, parties to the foregoing CertiF. P. SMALL, Secretary.'
,
ficate of Incorporation, known to' me per- Attest:
ENDORSED: Foreign.
sonally to be such, and severally acknowlNo.
edged the said Certificate of Incorporation
to be their act and deed, and that the facts Cor. Reo.'d. Vol, t Page 491). Statement of
RAILWAY
EXPRESS COMset
AMERICAN
forth.
are
therein stated
truly
Clven under my hand and seal of office PANY. Designating Principal Office. Agent,
Etc, Filed in Office of State Corporation
the day and year aforesaid.
('. 8. CAFII.K,
Commission ol New Mexico, Jul. 3, 1918; 11
A. M.
Notary Public.
C. ?. Cabin
EDWIN F. CO.RD, Clerk.
)
(
r
t;
(
Compared J JO. to Ml).
Notary I'uhllo )
( New York County )
C. S. Cable, Notary I'uhllo, New York County
New York County No. 30(1
New York County Register's No. 10245
STATE OI" DH1.EWARB
OPFICE OP FECRETAItY OP STATE.
I, EVERETT C, JOHNSON, Secretary of
Cleaners-Halte- rs
State of the siate of Deluware, do haroby
certify that the above and foregoing la a
Hue and correct copy of Certificate of In- - J20 Wept OoM.
Phom,

-

oiuie ot .ew Mexico.
State
t'oriiomiom
Commission of New Mexico. Certificate of
Comparison.
United stale of America, State
if New
inexico ss.
It la ltereby Certified, that the annexed Is
a full, true and complete transcript of too
certifies Copy of
Certificate of Incorporation of
AMERICAN
RAILWAY EXPRESS
COM

'
-

l vv

Men Wanted

Naval

for the

Keserve

COMPANY

FIRST: The nam of thla corporation
shall be the AMERICAN RAILWAY EX
PRESS COMPANY.
SECOND: Its principal office or place of
business In the State of Delaware shall be
located In the city of Dover; County ol
Kent, and lis resident agent shall bo the
UNITED STATES CORPORATION COM
PANY, whose address la 311 South Stutu
Street, In said city.
THIRD: The nature of tho bsulness and
the objects and purposes proposed to he
transacted, promoted, and carried on, aro
at follows:
To engage In and carry on In tha Stato
of Delawure, and In and between any and
all of the States, Terrltoriee and possessions
of the ( tilted States and the District of
Columbia, and In adjacent foreign coun-trlethe business of carrying and trans
porting and forwarding by railroads, steamboats, ships, canals, stages and other means
merchanof transportation, goods, ware,
dise, money, bills, notes, bullion, packages.
parcels and movable valuables of any description, over and upon such lines and
routes as It may from time to time estab
lish, and In and between tna points, places
or stations at which It Jtaoy from time to
time establish ana continue agencies; an
the said corporation te nereDy invesieti wim
the powers necessary and proper for sold
niirm.se as well aa the powers Incident and
appropriate to express carrier, and especi
w arive u:ii bh.o.j
ally with fun power
in the nuture of a general transportation
be
required
by the laws of the
as
may
bond
In
United States an dthe regulations passedand
th
for
transportation
relation thereto
and other
delivery of dutiable merchandise
In the
property In bond, orfrom port to port United
the
through
United States,

'''To'take bonds of Indemnity wlthr or without security from He agents and employes,

.ne

by purchase, devise or otherwlss,
, hold real and personal estate of any
value to the amount necessary and proper
nitu.p....
for the purpose ior wnicu oru
otherwise die
ted. and to sell, mortgage
ame;
pos'e o( th
r., iwotow. when necessary for the pur
nf us buatnes, money, with or without
on all or any of Its
pledge of or mortgage
.nnortv real or personal, as security
To take, hold and dispose of any
Is- on real or personal estate; and to
,....,i debentures or obligations of the
from tlrnV to time for any ofcorporation
..
thei ctorDora-- ai tiimiuM nr
tne uojci-1- lib
or
more
office, to carry or
h.va one
ell ot Us operations or business and
without restriction or limit a to amount
to purchase or omerwise acquire, m
own, to mortgage, sell, convey, or otherwise
real and personal property of ev- j t. nf and
....
description In any of the
tatee, :irlwrti dlstrtcU, colonic or po.

' '

,.'.

n,

Follow the Flag; Join the
First Line of Defense

Your

New

COMKAIIWAY
AMERICAN EXPRESS
PANY
Designating Principal office, Agent , Etc.

I

William
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State
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It Is Hereby Certified, that the annexed le
a full, true and complete transcript ot the

The trade - mart " Aspirin" rrteg V. 8.
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lets tod cupsule i of the reliable Uayetf
uuuuifoctura.

NAME.

Mexico.
State Corporation
of New Mexico. Certificate of

Comparison.
1'nited States of America.

Kour
Cmironfe
o Purity'

cost.

July

forts."
Other writers exhort the German
fteople to remember von Hlndenburg's
appeal for patience, and his declaramust be altion that the battle plans
;
lowed time to mature-- A favorite assertion Is that the enemy forces have
been sensibly weakened and that von
Hindenburg and Ludendorff will not
to be wrested
allow the Initiative
from their hands.

that

showed

of
tho
establishment
furnishing specfic information on this point and where men
and women were employed on the
same processes, the output of women
was equal to, and frequently greater
than that of men.
In a' munition plant manufacturing
fuses women operatives on drill presses and milling machines were found
to be from 25 to 50 per cent faster
than men.
sixty-fou-

WIRtl

23. The Cologne Gazette's war correspondent
says that never before had the variegated nationalities presented u more
solid and compact front.
"The present clash of hostile
forces," ho adds, "is the most gigantic
and terrible mental conflict of mental
and physical energy ever seen. There
Is no room for platitudes. Now begins
the final phase of the war."
He asks the people at home "to follow the development of this stupendous Btruggle with the gravest attention, for the enemy is now challenging us to put forth our utmost ef-

Amsterdam,

munition workers In France
Results from Journal Want Ads areFemale
limited to ten hours work a day.

....

women the report

WIRIl

wel-com-
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ASPIRIN

cuin-pan-
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tient and to Remember Enemy Is "Challenging Us to
Our Very Utmost,"

BY KING

London, Monday, July 22 (by the
Associated Press). King George .today decorated Rear Admiral Huuh
Rodman, IT. H. N., as a knight commander of the Order of the Hath, and
Rear Admiral Joseph Strauss, U. S. N.,
a knight commander of the Order of
St. Michael and St. George.
The
took place on
board
the
flagship of the grand fleet.
The klna boarded a destroyer and
passed in review the various ships at
the depot, Including the American war
vessels, and afterward boarded the
American flagship, where ho was
given a rousing reception.
Admiral Rodman and his staff
the king, who was attended by
Admiral Beatty and other officers.
Chief Petty Officer
Schlrm was
as having been In the
mentioned
United States navy for twenty-si- x
years and at the king's desire the
veteran and all the men of his division
were separately paraded and complimented by his majesty, who shook
hands with Schlrm.
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ers takenVby the Americans.
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rotectioiiB

goes sobbing u
Rosalind
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TO DA V

Repeating
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Theater

treat.
Far behind their lines they are being subjected to a heavy fire by both
French and American
guns which
doubtless is hampering the movement
of their enormous supplies.
The American and French troops
fighting south of Solssons have captured four German tanks, which were
operating against them In conjunction with the German Infantry. The
allied 'artillery Immediately spotted
the tanks as they came into action
and quickly put four of them out of
commission.
Four others retreated.
At least at ono point the fighting PRESENT BATTLE
was more nearly in open order than
has been usual. With a minimum
artillery fire' by both sides the Americans advanced their skirmish line
IS 'FINAL PHASE
over yellow wheat fields, dotted with
popples, and
through clumps ol
wood. It was Indian fighting modernized by machine guns work.
ASSERT
EE
The Germans left on the field a
great number of machine junners in
nests. Many of these guns were capture! and the entire personnel of a
machine gun
company
tonight is
To Be Pa- -'
swelling the already big list of prison People Are Asked
U. S, ADMIRALS

DOWfJEO BY ALLIES

intelli-

gence department of the American
army tonight Indicated that the Germans were still continuing their re-

Tlhi.Ti:itS

a secluded
spot' wttere the earl discovers her.
She.: takes him to i.,hk fur trifling
With her and the earl
on his
knees and pleads Ins innocence. Ellis
i'rvstlll Olkt'l'tl 11 jsnnvl;
Past lino Tinnier Repeating Zena fuees them and heliees the earl is
tveeie in .Shame," ji seven part fea- making love to liotxiiimi.
ture, with a tV'o reel Keystone comAT THi: l'ASTIAIE.
edy.
"Shame," says tli,. Motion Picture
Lyric Theater Harold Lockod
starring in "Lend Me Your Name.", a NW of tb Job" W. Nolne producfive reel feature, and a one reel Ford
tion released by Gen.-raFilai
'
"is one ol' those pictures that
Weekly.
It
a
wants to know
message.''
bears
AT THK LYRIC.
a blamewhy a gill who lias
The Karl of CJilloigh, dyspeptic and just
less life should be branded us un outis advised of the Impendof
the sins of her parcast because
ing arrival from abroad of his fiery ents. Society in so doing is all wrong.
and
l)r. The 'girl in question should be
tempered wife, Sophronia,
on her own merits, it argues.
Dinger, and is about to commit suicide
occurs
to escape them when a crash
And it puts forward by way of licna
inan
and, investigating, he discovers
Keefe's fine charucterir.utiun of Iho
truder, Warren Kllis, in his dining girl ami some sound arguments in t'.ie
room. The earl envies Kills his hearty 'aubt:t)ea logical prouf of its original
appetite and invites him to remove prerntee. U doesn't attempt to legithis mask and finish the meal. When imatize illegal marriage contracts, exthe mask is removed the two men cuse prostitution or preach any reare amazed at their striking resem- versals in conventions that would reA menus of
escaping his sult in a worse state ol' affairs. It
blance.
troubles occurs to the earl by this merely states that the sins of the pardiscovery and he makes a proposition ents should be confined to the parents
with Ellis to trade identities. Ellis themselves and not visited upon the
agrees.
children.
Clad In Ellis' garments, the earl
"It would be difficult to find a more
to
steals from his home and wanders
absorbing episode than
a big country estate. There he meets that of Mary's parents. The brightest
Rosalind and Phyllis, pupils from a
spot In 'Shame' is Zona Keefe. Her
nearby school of line arts, and learns performance, first as the mother and
from them that the estate is the For- then as the daughter, is one of the
est of Arden, which he himself owns
'deepest, most sincere that has ever
but which he has never seen, and that been contributed to the screen. She
is
his
agent,
impersonating registers her points clearly, with a
Hastings,
him.
fine show of emotion that is suppressDr. Dinger
with
arrival
Sophronia's
ed enough never to be tiresome and
consternastate
of
In
a
throws Ellis
enough to create a wonsignificant
rclso
he
goes derful
tion and to escape them
appeal.
to the Forest of Arden with Smithers,
his man servant. At Arden, Ellis also AT THK "11."
sees Rosalind and he meets her for
In "fs'anjof Music Mountain," which
ajie first time when he assists her
his most recent Paramount picafter she has fallen in crossing a is
ture, young Wallace Reid, popular
stream. Rosalind mistakes Ellis for star
who has appeared with 1'arrnr
his double and greets' him with a in
several of, her great photoplays,
Rosalind
Kllis
carries
smile.
friendly
the role of an adventurous gun-- i
across the stream and Impetuously takes, out
to avenge his father's death,
reman,
Rosalind
indignantly
kisses her.
how he does it. lie
and
his
particular
jitot
ho
expresses
when
proves him but
Is laid In the Rockies, and bescene
him.
contrition she forgives
sides the thrilling story there has been
Sophronia follows with Dr. Dinger
and
promised some exceptionally marvelto Arden, first unmasks Hastings,
of Music
ous photography. "Nan
to
when she discovers Ellis talking
to the girl Mountain" will be shown at the "B"
Rosalind she brands him
theater today.
as a married man. Heart-broke"IV"

corporation of tha "AMERICA:; ltn.WAV
on l
RXPRB
COMPANY"., an
il.iv of
filed in tlila office the twentv-secntu- i
1
1'
M
V.
A.
at
o'clock
June,
lull,
I
IV TESTIMONY WHEREOr.
hava
hereunto aet my hand and ofrtt--i.iut
Dover, thin twenty-aeron- d
d:iy of June in
the year ol our Lord one ;li.iis.tnii ntu
hundred and eighteen.
KVETtETT C. JiniXSON.
Secretary of ."Hate.
(REAL.)
i
ENDORSED:
No. 9i0 Foreign
Certified c. pv of
Cor. P,ec'il. Vol. 6 fast
of
merioaii
rvrilfloate of Incorporation
Hallway Exprew Company. Piled In offlca
"f ritaie Corporation Commlmlon of
Jul. S, 191S; 11 A. M.
EDWIN P. CO A Ft D.
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FLIPS FROM THE F1LLVMS

LEVEL VILLAGE

LEI!

TAX

PLANS

AMERICAN GUNS

THREE

1918

Wednesday. July 24,

Co-operati-

on

Will
fo

Hasten Victory
Many opportunities and advantages are offered
to good men. See the world. Attractive service;
good pay. Any information regarding enlistment will be cheerfully furnished at
.

j

Navy Recruiting

Station
Room 26, N. T. Armijo Bldg., Albuquerque.

c '

fifty

a

Albuquerque Morning Journal, ' Wednesday, July 24, 1918
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4

l

3

1

1

1

1

0
0

0
0

0
0

4

.

Nunanmker,

3

c

....

Davenport, p
Hendrix, x

Johns,

3

0
0
0
0
0

4

xx

1

Totals

.

.

.34

2

1

2

v

0

0
0

0
0

0

0
o

3
2

4
'(I

1

7

1

1

24

1

'
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V.

I

o
11

'

Fatted for Smith In ninth,
Batted.for Davenport in ninth
New York.
AB. li. II. PO. A. E.
.4 1 3 0 0 ti
Lamar, if
4
2
3
0
0
0
Caldwell, cf
1
3
3
2
0
Baker, 3b
1

Bodie, If
PeckinpauKh,

Hannah,

1,
o
0
0

4
3

t.i

. ,

3
3

c

Mogridge,

4

p

Totals

1

8

4

1

3

2

0
0

1

0

3

"

3

0

30

0
0
0

0

0

1

2

4

8

27

14

0

001 000 0001
000 210 lOx 4

St. Louis
New York
Summary:

Two-bas- e
hit Pratt.
Home run Davenport. Stolen base
Lamar.
Sacrifice
hits Bodie,
Pratt. Double play Mogridge, Tratt
Bases on bulls
and Peckinpaugh.

2.
Off .Mogridge 2, off Davenport
Struck out By Mogridge 4, by Davenport 6. Wild pitch By Davenport.

Pittsburgh, 2; Brooklyn, 5.
Toronto, Out., July 23 The Pittsburgh and Brooklyn teams of the National league played an exhibition
game here today, the Superbas winning by a score of 5 to 2. Brooklyn
met Miller with four solid hits In the
eighth for four runs and the game.
K. H. E.
The score:

'

Pittsburgh ....000

100

0012

6

1

Wheat.
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(By Dr. K. II. Millard.)
Because many hundreds of these

thoroughly trained workers are waiting to go to the front to serve our
boys.

Because the Salvation Army lass
has been trained for specific, work
which others have so far neglected to
do.
Because withstanding hardships is
second nature to them and a part of
their work.
Because the Salvation Army lass
can mingle with the boys and cheer
them up and at the same time 'command the utmost respect from the
boys by reason of their official ca-

pacity and. training.
Because the Salvation Army women
ore working close enough to thu
trenches to necessitate their being
supplied with gas masks by Oeneral
Pershing.' This makes their work
very effective.
Because they are making and supthey
plying our boys with dainties that went
were accustomed to before they
"over there."
One of our boys returning said that
he stood at a coffee counter In a Salvation Army hut one night and a
from
Sammy who had Just returned
bethe front line came up and stood
side him. The Salvation Army lasslo
who was serving them asked the
a cup
Sammy if she Bhould give him

of coffee and he politely refused but
still Htood at the counter looking at
Thlnkinir that there was
.v,.
could do for him she
she
something
wantusked if there was anything he
I Just,
ed. The Sammy replied, "Yes,
see
wanted to hear your voice and
your smile."
break the
If such small things willshould
cerwe
gloom of trench life,
war
tainly assist the Salvittion Army
work at this time.

iu

quota
The local drive, to raise our morniof 125,000, will open early this
The committees In charge wl
ngo'clock
meet at the Elks club at 9:30 work.
and from there will start active
a large
No person Is to be asked for
depending
committees
the
amount,
of small
rather upon a large number
than upon a few large
1

subscriptions
Klft9'

Notice of Meeting.

an
Notice Is hereby given that

an- -

AWarado Hotel
of
Mex . for the purposes take
of directors, to r and action
Iran.-actin- g
' theron properly organising
ww
such other business as may ThUi
y come before the meeting.
notice is given tn wmplian
of
of the Corporation Laws
N

-

.

K.'

SIC'

KATIR RUHNAIT
FRANK ItUHNAU,
I, A. HOOVtfR.
HtocKnoiaern.

Journal wants' bring result

TieaJ-ment-

T. C. McOERMOTT

of the

STANDING

OF THE TEAMS

NATIONAL.

Chicago
New York

Pittsburgh

Cincinnati
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
Boston
St. Louis
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41
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watri craft and it was not until the
!
hydroplane typo was invcnied that
was proved that this extreme speed
was attainable.
The boats are built to eliminate
practically all water resistance, the
body of the bout leaving the water
When extreme speed is reached.

MEMORY RETURNS

DISABLED SOLDIERS
WILL RECEIVE CARE
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REDCR0SS HOME

members of the Tailed
who have been dischargarmy because of physical
are to be cared for at
the Red Cross hospital here, according to arrangements made at a meeting of the local defense council. There
are at present twenty-siphysically
Incapacitated soldiers in the county.
A committee composed of Paul O.
P.edlngton, Max Nordhuus and Nestor
Montoya was named to make immediate arrangements for the transfer
of men to the army. The committee
yesUrday visited the hospital tn order
to estimate the needed enlargements
und Improvements for the care of the
men.
A list of names of the men also was
furnished the committee:
Following are the instruction from
the slate council of defense read at
the meeting last night:
"We have been informed that over
200 men who were In the military
service from New Mexico have been
discharged on account of tuberculosis
or other diseases contracted while In
the service, and have been sent home
without any provision being made by
the federal government for their care,
and that it is necessary in many cases
medical
that they have Immediate
treatment and that many of the cases
be pent to hospitals,
"Tho council of defense has been
authorized by the governor to pay the
expense for the care' of cases where
immediate care and
treatment is
urgent.
"We are nlsd Informed that the government will soon be able to take such
patients to sanatnrlums now being
prepared at Fort Wtugate and other
places. In the meantime, it is desired that tho county councils of defense in each county, working in cooperation with the home service section committee of the JJed Cross, will
make arrangements to have the worst
cases sent to hospitals, and. wherever
possible, that other cases where the
men are not bedridden be cared for
at camps or other places in the county.

Rertiallllo
Stntrs army,
ed from the
reakdowns,
I

AFTER OPERATION

LRVU I'.

Jesse S. Thomas, fireman on the
0 4 Santa l'e railroad, who was taken to
Boston
42
Cleveland .
.54 3 the Presbyterian hospital last Friday
4 0
4 6
New York . .
.535 suffering from a fracture of 1he skull
41
47
.534 and an underlying blood clot on the
Washington
4
SI. Louis
40
.405 biain. probably will recover according
40
.465 to a statement made by his physician
46
Chicago
4
50
36
Detroit
last night.
.3118
33
50
Philadelphia
The man's Injuries were not discovered until Friday afternoon five
WHERE THEYPLAY TODAY days after he was noticed to be apcondition.
parently in a
His Inability to remember his own
NATIONAL LEA(.Vi;
name and to answer questions intelliPittsburgh at Brooklyn.
gently led to the investigation of the
Cinclnanti at Boston.
man's condition. It was then discovChicago at Philadelphia.
ered, according to physicians, (that he
St. Louis at New York.
had a depressed fracture of the frontal bone and an underlying blood clot.
AMERICAN LEAOVK.
Jake Thomas, father of the fireOpen date.
man, arrived from Atlanta, Texas, the
first of the week and has been making an investigation of on accident,
which Is thought to have led to his
NAVY
to the
son's condition.
According
father Thomas was firing a light engine between Albuquerque and San
Marcial on June 5 last, when the
111
metal sheet on which he .was stand-- I
Ing slipped Just as the engine went
around a curve. Thomas was thrown
out, he said. According to his story,
COAST AVIATORS also, the engineer did not discover
that his fireman was not in the cab
until he had gone several miles, lie
backed the engine and found the fireman lying unconscious across the
Failure of Charges to Explode track. Thomas was taken to a Clovis
where he remained for five
When Dropped Near Subma- hospital
weeks.
The man left Clovis apparently rerine Sunday Leads to InvesSince his removal to the
covered.
an
hospital here he has undergone attigation of Munitions,
operation und according to his
tending physician, Dr. L. O. Rice, his
(V HOttHINt 'OUMNAL IPICIAL L(ArO WIPI
mental condition is greatly improved FINAL DECISION TO
Washington, July 23. While wart-in- g and It complications do not set in, if
BE GIVEN BASEBALL
the result of the official Inquiry expected to recover. Although he has
reinto the failure of naval airplane been told of the accident, Thomas fell
LEAGUES ON RULING
he
bombs to explode when dropped In the members little from the time
until the completing
attacks by naval uviaiors on the Ger- from the engine
'V MOMNIN JOUHItAL PCCIAL LBAtftO W.Htl
man submarine off the New England of the operation.
Washington, July 23. Final decision
as to the time when the work or fight
coasl Sunday, the navy department is
RECORDS
regulations shall become applicable
making a thorough inspection of Its SHATTER
to baseball players has been postentire stock of these projectiles to deAT OPENING RACES
termine the reliability of detonation.
poned i' nt II tomorrW.
RepresentaAt the same time the ordnance hi.,
OF GRAND CIRCUIT tives of the club owners were in conference today with Provost Marshal
reau of the navy has taken under
... ........ ,,,..,., HKIlL LUIU WII
Oeneral Crowder, who Is expected to
consideration the alteration of the
rec make a recommendation to
bombs used in aerial operations so as
Secretary
Toledo, ()., July 23. World's
to Increase the certainty of their ex- ords were shattered on the new
L'aker.
The owners contend the numin
the
'tr:nk
Inaugu
todav
here
ber
men
of
would
who
be affected
ploding.
I'crroiKuKH
Low.
ral of Orand circuit racing in To would be sufficient to disorganize the
business.
Secretary Daniels said today that a ledo. Miss HarrW M., In the
War department officials have
very low percentage of bombs which
pace, went the first mile in 1:5R
fail to explode had been discovered
the fastest mile ever covered by begun a study of the regulations with
of
second
heat
a view to umendlng them to includo
thus far In the navy's tests, in fact a pacing mare. In the
reports on file here bIiow that the that event, Edward V. (Pop) Geors all engaged in sport or amusemeius.
race
If that were done the order exemptUnited States has met with a much drove Slmrlc C... winner of the
lower percentage of failures than a mile In l:5!i
giving that horse ing the motion picture industry might
rec
n new record and establishing II
be revoked.
any of the allied nations.
It was explained that the naval In- ord for the fastest two paced heats.
In Miss Harris M. s heat, sne trav
Pittsburg, July 23. Club owners
quiry is not intended so much to de
termine the failure of the aviators to pled the first ouarter In 30 seconds and presidents of the national league
damage the submarine off Orleans, tho half In 50 seconds and the lust will meet ln Washington tomorrow
Muss., as to make certain that the quarter in 24 4 seconds. Her feat for a conference with Provost Marstore of projectiles is ready for effic- was tho second fastest mile ever shal General Crowder and war deient service. It Is definitely known paced, Directum holding the record partment officials on Secretry Baker's
that one of the two bombs dropped of 1:58 made at Columbus in 1914.
ruling that the "work or fight" order
The second heat was the second applies to professional baseball, aclast Sunday struck so far froth the
target that It would not have dam- time In his career that Geers had cording to an announcement made
aged the submarine .had an explosion ever ridden o mile under two minutes. here this afternoon by Gary HerrWilliam.
the world
champion mann, chairman of the national baseNo information is availoccurred.
able as to the accuracy obtained In pacer, took the lead In tho first heat ball commission.
Mr. Herrmann said an effort will be
and held it to the stretch. He was uiv
the second attempt.
equal, to the dash and finished fourth made to obtain the government's conDepth Doinlis Deadly.
In two of the other races, the
sent to continue baseball until tho
Reports to the navy department
won. while the talent was Jolt- close of the season.
show that fine results
are being
obtained In the us
of the depth ed In the third. Ima J., picked as
Cubs Play Braves Sunday.
bomb, originated und perfected by the winner in the 2:06 trot.ftook the first
American navy. The assertion has and second heats, tier time in tne secMontreal, July 23. The Chicago
been heard In well Informed circles ond being 2:04
National league team wilt Play the
In thrt Mhnrwnrwl mm for three-Veathat this weapon Is second to none In
Boston Hraves, leaders of the second
effectiveness among those being used old trotters, Chestnut Peter, the colt division, a regular Scheduled game
Tommy Murphy, sold last week for here next Sunday. This Is the game
against the submarine.
American destroyers In using the $25,000. won in. straight heats with scheduled to be played In Boston on
has boen
depth bomb employ the "bracketing' her former owner in the sulky.
Monday, but permission
the favorite In the 2:18 trot, granted to play It in Montreal Sunprocess. Dashing to the spot where
and
in
finished
first
heat
the
third
evidence of a submarine has been
day. The net proceeds will be devoted
:
seen, one bomb is dropped Immediate- was distanced in the second. The race to patriotic purposes.
went
to
won
had
Tacita after Ronnie
ly over It and at the same time inThe new soldiers ""of America have
genious catapults hurl other bombs the first round in 2:08
'
A crowd of nearly! 10,000 saw tht gained in
one hundred feet to the front, rear
weight, on an, average,
and to each side. The enemy craft traces, whfcch were postponed from about nine pounds since entering the
,
thus genorally Is caught In the area of yesterday on account of rain.
training ramps, .while some organisations show an average gain of as
detonation, regardless of how he shifts
much as twenty pounds.
his course. It Is sajd that the per
Priority for TIIp.
a
Washington, July 23. Manufacturcentage of hits secured has greatly
A working girl Of Paris has fallen
Increased since this procedure was ers of hollow tile will be grunted
priority on fuel and transportation, dielr to an annuul Income' of $500 that
adopted.
the war Industries hoard announced was enjoyed by a pet horse of Adolph
A new war weapon consists of a today, but they will be required to tie Rotschiid until T.U
recent death
sword with a revolver incorporated certify that .their product is for es- from old age This wn 'lit accordance
in the hilt
sential civilian uses.
with the will of M7 a 'Rotsolilld.
.
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Private W. K. Collinge, of Canada's
"Fighting Seventh," who spent nine
Albuquerque Foundry
months in the trenches as a bomber
Achieved
and who recently has terminated a
- .
and Machine Work
Raly.)
The news that the Prince of Wales lecture tour of the west, yesterday was
Engineers Founder Maclilnksui
has won the hearts of the Italian peo- appointed by the 'federal food admin- Castings In Iron, Urass, Bsonze, Aluistration at Washington, as a special minum. Electric Motors, Oil Engines,
ple la good reading. His visit Is a belecturer for the food administration Pumps and Irrigation.
lated step In the right direction.
Works and Office AlhiKttiertiiie.
For so "friendly" have German in New Mexico. His appointment wai
announced
adthe
food
by
yesterday
agents made themselves to the Italian ministrator.
people of late that Austria believed
Collinge came to Albuipienpie ten CHICHESTER S PILLS
the Germans were selling her to Italy.
A
11HAM).
The haired between the Italians and days ugo. a Dast Thursduy night he
radlcAl Auk jour 1'riiKsr.iit ft
delivered
lecture on his experiences
fj
C hl.t'hes-U'- r
Austrlans Is so great that Austria pre- as
l!amond
Ilrnd
a bomber with the Cunadlun-Scot-tisIMIUtD Ufd tntl Void uiflalllAV
ferred to sink her Individuality and
boxes, teaieJ with Blue KibUin. V
regiment, and on Monday night
ma othnr. Itur of voiip V
Tk
become a vassal empire rather than
lPUkfarlHt, Asklori lll.rifl K.TKHd
IIIAUONU it It AND sPILI.H, foi ti&
endure the thought of Italian triumph. he spoke to the women of the city by
keliaLta
yews tciMiwo is Best.SMest, AU
request.
Suturduy and SunFor nearly four years during the special
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
be ltcturtd in Santa Fe.
war I have lived the life of an Italian dayThe' employment
of a special lecIn Italy, I have rarely spoken English
turer Is rather an unusual procedure
tho
whole
of
tbe period, and, for tho food administration. Ralph THE WM. FARft COMPANY
during
having moved among Italian circles of C. Ely, food administrator, heard the
Wholesale nnd Retail Dealers
all grades from the one extreme to the
la
story of Collinge's experiences during
'1U;S!I AMI IS ALT Mi: ATS
other, I believe I have a very fair wh:ch tho soldier spoke interestingly
u
Sausage
Specialty
on
matters
focus
there.
and authoritutivtiy on the food short- IV,r Cattle and
the Killing
Hog
Do not think" for one moment that age in England.
The administrator Market VrU-Are Pulil
because the Italian army Ib making conceived the idea of employing Col
great efforts to hold Its own against linge in order that he might tell the
the common enemy that all Is well and people of New Mexico, from
d
that nothing from 1,'rltain is needed expt rle.uce, Just what their saving at
In Italy.
home means to the men "over there."
As a patriot I warn those who wield He wired officials ut Washington,
power In England not to take too with the result that they ytsterduy
much for granted with regard to Italy employed the Canadian.
as we did in the case of Russia. The
Collinge entered tho army when
Germans are particularly active; h only 18 years or age. He employed
knows his ground and he knows how what he termed "Justifiable perjury''
to play off Austria as a pawn in the in sutisfyipg the recruiting officers
und was quickly transported to Eugreat game of deception.
Tho Jtallans, from the Industrial to rope. There he received training und
the peasant classes, are ' constantly shortly was sent Into the front line
Fourth BU and Copper Ave. X
having drummed Into them the ad- trenches. He had been there but a
vantages of securing German favor. very short time when volunteers were
They are having pointed out to them usked for a bombing party1 He ut onct
the development of commerce In their joined the party and soon became a
country by Germany before the war. regular bomber. He participated in a
They are also told that England has number of successful raiding parties,
no regard for the future of Italy and until he was wounded. His wounds
Wallace Messelden
the loss of the, right arm, the loss of
needs her only as an aid to tho realhis right tye, concussion of the brain
ization of her dreams of world domiGeneral
and a fractured skull, he received
nation.
We
are in a position to give
were
he
two
bombers
when
other
and
What are we doing to offset this
more value for the money than
trench by two
propaganda? From my personal ob- cut off in a ofGerman
any other liUII.UI.NO FLKM to
Roches. Collingo threw
servation we are not doing enough. If large parties
this vicinity.
we wish to obtain the best aid of the bombs first into one party of the GerOffice With
Italians, whether to beat Germany at mans and then (nto the other. Soon
war or to oust her from the markets he had them bombing each other,
The
Superior Lum- -'
of the world after the war, we have while he and his companions, despite
between
sat
their
ber & Mill Co.
dangerous position,
a lot of ground to make up.
the baches and watched them slay
877
The mistaken policy of our diplom- each
PHONE
His
returned
other.
commander
acy In leaving a lie to he killed by the for the men who had been cut off.
agency of time should notbe continued Just before he reached the three a
In these days.
bomb exploded In their midst. One
The lies of the German agents must was shot
through and through with
bo promptly and convincingly exposed
the
other lost his left foot
shrapnel,
Oils, Glass, Malthold
if the thousands of loyal Italians who
and Collinge received his injuries. Paints, and Iliiildliij; Paper. ltooflnjl
have looked up to England for so long He took the man without a foot to
are not to have their minds warped the allied trenches,
LUMBER
using a sled. The J. C. BALDRIDGE
and their mental vision dimmed to the officer carried the other
man. ,AU of
COMPANY
prejudice of our cause.
the men recovered from their wounds.
What further evidence of the power
After his
stuy in a hosof German influence on Italy is need- pital, he returned to Canada and
ed than that reflected in tho recent Inter went on the stage for a short
silk scandals when millions of francs' time. Tiring of the stage, he began
worth of that material was discovered lecturing merely for the good of tha
to have been exported to Germany via cause and everywhere he went he was
Switzerland?
received with open arms by tho AmerThen take tho power behind a very icans. His lecture is straightforward
Influential portion of the . press of ond he carries proof of his authority
Italy; German Inspiration exudes from from the British consul at El Paso.
it. As every student of the war knows
Collinge will lecture throughout the
German agents have Improvised In- state and will make his. headquarters
terviews with the pope and Vatican In Albuquerque.
officials in the hope of causing an
Collinge and I.ieut. W. H. Gregory
upheaval In favor of Germany. Time left last night for Clovis. From thert
and again they have been officially they will go to Roswell. On August 7
denied, only to be repeated.
they will go to Clayton to attend the
congress there.
The German agents never rest. They
By Getting
swarrn the cities and the villages as
Russian
Swiss or Dutch
subjects.
WILD CATS WIN SLOW
spies on behalf of Germany are not
uncommon.
GAME FROM SKUNK TEAM
Germany is "making up" to Rome,
whether pleasing or displeasing to BBC,A. rORRffSPONOBfKit TO MOIININ JOURNAL)
In aslow and uninteresting game
starving Austria. She appears to have
realized to a far greater extent than yesterday afternoon, the Wild Cats deany other nation the commercial pos- feated, the Skunks. The latter team
claims an alibi from the fact that
sibilities of Italy.
Her agents are telling the Italians three players did not appear for the
borrowed
of her great respect for them despite game and
players from
the fact that a state of war exists, and other teams substituted.
Today, the Doughboys will play the
of her hopes of assisting Italy to take
her place among the , manufacturing American Eagles,
nations of the world.
Now, whilst not trying to make out
JlEOAIjJSfOTCE
a ease that the Italian is ensily gulled,
NOTICK FOB l'l BI.1CATION.
I do not make a point, knowing the
of the Interior, U. 8. band OfItalian, character, that it is not wise Department
fice at Bants, Fe, N. M., July 3, 19)8.
to permit one side repeatedly to be
For Gold and Silver
Notice la hereby given that Patroclnlo
put before him without any corre- Marquea, of Marquei. N. M.. who, on Sept.
sponding effort to let him see the 2, 1912, . made Humestead entry No, 7 260,
A Wonderful Opportunity
for NEt-Section (, Township
Other side of the picture.
Hange
N. M. P. Meridian, In, (lied notice of
To Let Uncle Sam Win
more
nature
he
is
of
a
dreamer
By
intention to make five year Homestead
The
War And At The Same
than a hustler and he is apt to dwell Final Proof, to establish
claim to the land
Time Get Rid Of Odd
upon that which Is immediately plac- above described, before William C. Kened before him and form opinions nedy, U. 8. Commissioner, at Seboyeta, N.
And Ends Of Old
on Sept. 3. 1918.
without searching for any compari- M.,Claimant
names aa witnesses:
Silver And Gold Which
the Eng-llti- h
Tenor, Who Has
Rncii'ss
and Funic In
'
Riirkr-1.igl-

i.

Operatic

cided on afttr half a dozen designs
bud Leen tried and found warning.
The first five miles or. the couise
4
a rate of a mile
was covered in
in Gb
seconds, believed to he a record for rpeerl boats.
It In not so long eo thai a mile a
minute was consul. rri! impossible foi
:

K. U.
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BY PAI L lTKMAX.
Running fifteen miles in less than
i
minutes Mius Detroit II In u
()., ban again
regatta ut
i ttnL.inhi'd
her supremacy as the
liieen of all speed water crafts.
Miss Detroit II Is a hydroplane built
by a Detroit millionaire on pinna de- -
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LECTURER

Declared To Private W, E, Collinge Detailed
as Speaker for National Food
Suffering From Effects
of German Diplomacy and
'Administration; Will Lecture
'in New Mexico.
Spies' Activities,
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Kidney Aliments, Inflammations, Arterial Hardening, locomotor Ataxia, Nervous breaking,
.
etc.
Perfect
perfect
Climate. Health. Pleusur. Large
Modern Hotel. Sooklet.
Round
trip to Fay wood from Albuquerque
U.JO.

FA? WOOD,

Wlftt)

New York, July 23. New York
won the deciding game of ttie series
from fit. Louis. The New York team
bunched hits sinvesnfully on' Davenport, while the only run scored off
Mogridge was due to home run by
Davenport. Score:
St. Louis,
AH. It. II. PO. A. K
4
2
0
Maisel, 31)
0.0
.1
I
3
4
0
2
Austin, ps
11)
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HOT SPRINGS
Rheumatism. Stomach Trou-Oie- s,
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Dummltt. rf
.
Tobin, If
Cedeon, If
Smith, cf

SAYS

Allied

St. Louis Unable to Handle Op- -,
ponent's Hits Off Davenport;
Mogridge Allows Only One
Hit, a Home Run,
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ITALY INFESTED
BY PROPAGANDISTS
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For this reason it is not wist that
the German, propagandists should be
com batted. If Inbut
d
deed It can be said they are
at all,
We must tune up our diplomacy.
The careless attitude of our plenipotentiaries to the customs and the national peculiarities and the language
of the people they are called upon to
concern themselyes with must cease.
The Italian people are prepared to
defend their country against any armed Intruder. It is for British diplomats, and those of the other allied
countries, to tear the mask from the
swarm of Intruders In the pay of Germany whose weapons are the no less
dangerous ones' of cunning and' lying
i
propaganda.
There Is a situation to face. Let
ua face t with all the vigor and resource it Is possible fpr us to command. .
(By. the International News Bureau.
corn-bitte-

Inc.; Boston,

Mass.)

British Columbia produces each
year $15,000,000 worth of fish (of
Is salmon) and has
which
begun to can herring for army suptwo-thir-

plies,

.

Heyes ,Marqui'i, of Marques, N. M ; Antonio Jaramlllo, of Bldu, N. M.; Marqarlt
Romero, of San Mateo, N, M. i Pcrmltlt
Salasar, of Blbo. N. M.
FRANCISCO DELOADO,
Register.

NOTICE FOR PCBMCATIOV.
Department of the Interior. IT. 8. Land! Office at Santu Fe, N. m., July 15, 118.
Notice Is hereby given that Estevan C.
Chaves, of Sebnyeta, N. M., who, on Oct. 4.
1912. mnd
Momesteait. No. 017,110, for
Section 28, Township
9N, Range 8V, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to make five year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
iif
scribed, before Win. C. Kennedy, U. 8. Commissioner, at Sebnyeta, N. M , on ttie Bept.
3,

1918.

..

Clalmsnl names
wesses'
V. P. Harrington, of Cnrreo. N. M.; Patricio
Oonrales, of Seboyeta, N. M. ! Samuel Carets, of Beboyeta, N. M ; ploniclo Marques,
of Seboyeta, N. M.
,
FRANCISCO DELOADO,
Register.

You Can Exchange For

War Savings
",'

V.

,

'

Thrift Stamps
Mrs. C. A. Wright of the

Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.
-

LUMBER 8enPAter

Lumber
Company
Albuquerque
FIRST STREET'
JJ
NOBTH

,

17;

l

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Wednesday, July 24,
Marines in Trenches
.
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at Chateau Thierry Fight.
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Rcadlhe Announcements of California's Famous Hotels
Health, Beach and Mountain Resorts and Solve "That Outing Problem." Literature and Full
mation by Writing Direct, or at

Z.

Cft if,

Here are some of the United Stales marine corps
mans at bay.

m
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,v'.'

J
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the trenches nt Chateau Thierry, where tliev held the

J

1

ir
places four feet wide of ntvirly pure!
metal. The. vein is a fissure In porphyry and It can be traced a long distance, running northwest aud southeast through Silver Hill.
'
Very little development work

DEFENSE COUNCIL

I

ENEMY S

Administrator, in a
Statement Given Out in London, Declares. U. S, Ready
for Further Sacrifice,
LCASffD

front,
"In

Wilson's
seeking
counsels to the conference of food ofnow
In
is
which
ficials,
progress, I received from him this statement:
" 'That the American people wilj
gladly and willingly make any sacrifice in consumption and in the production of foodstuffs that will qiain-tai- n
the health, comfort and the cour-ng- e
of the people of the allied countries. We are, in fact, eating at the
common table with them."

loin thi

"Two-nit-

Club.

"

HER DAUGHTER

WAS SAVED
FROM OPERATION
Mr.

Wells of Petersburg.
Tells How.

Petersburg,

Va.-"- For

two years

my daughter suffered from a weakness
tuiu puma in ner
right side; at times
she was so bad she
could not do any

work.

El

physicianshere,and
both acrreed that
she would have to
be operated on. I
suggested Lydia E.

Pinkham's

Vegeta-

ble Comtxund. and
at first she refused
to take it, but finally consented. From
the very beginning it helped her, and
jiow she is entirely well, and telling
everybody how much good it has done
her'-M- rs.
W. D. Wells, 226 North
Adamg Street, Petersburg, Va. "
If every girl who suffers as Miss
Wells did, or from irregularities, painful
periods, backache, sidoache, dragging
down pains, inflammation or ulceration
would only give this famous root and
herb remedy a trial they would soon
find relief from, such suffering..
For special advice women are asked to
write the. Lydia II. Pinkham Medicine
Co., Lynn, Mass. The result of forty
years experjence is atryour service.
'

mrs

f

IN THE DRIVE

1

REPORTED BY MINER
IN MAGDALENA
(SPBCIJU.

RmPUMHMNCI

Tb

REGION

monnina iouaNAt.1

Magdalena, N. M., July 23. R. R.
Jackson, a miner who mined in the
Globe district of Arizona for twenty
years before coming ' to Magdalena
last week, has reported that a trial
shipment of 1,00(7 pounds of ore from
his property called the Big Three
mine, three miles west of Magdalena,
in Silver Hill in the Montose mining
district, assayed 68 per cent copper,
1,100 ounces of silver and 2.2 ouncen
of gold per ton. It contains only 6
per cent silica' and 8 per cent iron,
Mr, Jackson said. The ore is called
copper-silve-

r

glance

and., consists

--

1

mmmm

i

$1 Wof 3
lI RATES
PER DAY

Cool,

U

Interesting

of a struggle, it is thought possible
that Honiero may have died prior to
the fire.
At the funeral of Romero, which
was hold Sunday' in his homo in Mora,
a large number of people was present.
Chief Justice Richard II. Hanna, Secretary of State Antonio Lucero and
Karl V. Doyle of Santa Fe, and a delegation of Elks and Knights of Colirm-bu- s
fronn I.as Vegas were among the
mourners! Burial was in a chapel at
La ("ueva, where Mr. Romero lived
when a Joy and once owned large
land holdings.

1

CORNER STONE

ABSOLUTELY

CAFE

FIRE PROOF

DEFENSE LOST

TTJ

ill1

The damlsd ef THIS AQC Is aiMntsloal skill. PCSFECT YOURSELF NOW fee
BIO PAY wKIek Soaisse aiakM poatlb!,.
Ltsra Twtlaeterise. Autinsolllss. Ra.
Btirlns. Isnltloa.
Ae,M,nt W,ldlna. Vuleanlslna. MHhlnlat Tradt
WflBtare Amarifu,',
nirfa.t. Laraaat anH Mm, a.ll.kla aihanli.l Tp.ria ftnhaM.
dab.
5.0U0 sraitustat.
Mell aia
IllhaS 11X15.
Wrll. today far Bin U.PAOt CATALOG.
dims aiucd le yeu, NATIONAL, AUTOMOTIVE SCHOOL, Flsuaroa at itk, Lee Aoa-la- ,.

11
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in the original wage wilt provide for the growing needs of
There are pe- the town.
commission's report.
culiar conditions aftectng the machinTwo trains go Into Carthage daily,
ists and the shopmen of the country. having connection with the main Una
Because I recognize that, I appointed at San Antonio. Kaat of
Carthage cop.
a new commission.
mines arc being developed.
to
me.
per
a
made
report
have
"They
I am working on that report and 'ahall
render a decision on the 25th of this
month. When that decision is made CAPE COD CANAL UNDER
I want you to knhw that I have conGOVERNMENT CONTROL
scientiously done the best I could for
you. Let every railroad man hold
MORXIN. JOURNAL eRtClAl LSAIID
IRI
onto bis Job and back Uncle Sam to
Washington, July 23. President
the limit."
Wilson today by proclamation assumed control of the Cape Cod canal,
CARTHAGE COAL FIELD
connecting Cape Cod and Buzzard's
Bay, Mass., and directed the railroad
EMPLOYS MANY WORKERS administration
to operate it..

treated fairly

E DECISI

10

RAILROAD

ISDUETOMORROW
McAdoo Tells Shop Workers
of Great Northern Line That
Increased Pay Means People
Will

Foot

Bill.

!'
Hillyard,

taecciAi. coRRsaRoK.sj.ee

mAIIO

V,IRS

Wash., July 23. Director
General McAdoo In a speech here late
yesterday to railroad shop workers announced that he would give his
Thursday on wages and working conditions for railway shopmen

rteiAi liasid wins)
28. The German

jouknal

it

V
TAN tO
CKARY
STJ.
MHIICAI. N. M. IIKAIItll'AKTICRS
H) all
A clans "A" flrpproof structure,
outnldx rouma. caih with private bath.
On a rilr.ct car line to all pMnt. of
distance
lntert and within walkingHome-likof ehnps and theaters.
with a personality distinctively III
own. Vane, Eur. plan, 11 to M per
day. Amer. plan, tb per day up. Fireproof g araa-- nearby.
Management of Ohadlah Klrh

Inexpensive Vacation

to mornim. journal)

Mugdalena, N. M., July 23. Carthago, Socorro county, forty miles
from Magdalena, Is dolnga thriving
coal mining business. The town and
camp comprise a population of about
700 or 800 Inhabitants, working from
300 to 600 miners regularly. Tliere
carloads of coal go out of tho Carthage mine regularly every day over
branch line.
tho
The coal is of excellent quality and
Is well known throughout the state.
Tho oldest coal mine. In the state Is
one of the Carthago group. The properties nre operate by the Carthage
Coal company owned by eastern capi-

TRAINED NURSE ADVISES
PEOPLE
"I was a great sufferer of stomach
and liver trouble and cannot say

enough in praise of Mayr's Wonderful Remedy. It has done so muc(l fop
me ami I am recommending It 4 other sufferers. I was a trained nurse in
Marine and other hospitals years ago,
therefore many come to me for advice. I certainly received great benefit from Mayr's Wonderful Remedy."
It is a simple, harmless preparation
that removes the catarrhal mucus
from the Intestinal tract and allays
talists.
The town, which Is tho center of a tho inflammation which causes pracprogressive community, has a large tically all stomach, liver and lntsti-nand
ailments, including appendicitis.
company store which
Four One dose will convince or money redoea an lmmenso business.
For sale by Butts Bros.,
teachers are to be employed this full funded.
In the Carthage schools and a ;new Iirlggs' I'harmacy and druggists evschool house Is being' planned which erywhere.
ten-mi-

public which has got to pay the bill.
When jour wages are raised, how do
we get the money to pay It? We have
Amsierdarn, July
public is being told by the German to put up the rates on all American
military experts that the French and people, and If we da) not treat them
American "ambitious attempt to break fairly they will refuse to sustain' me
In trying to help you.
through," which, in Baron von
"I know that tho machinists and
words, "might have caused a
the shopmen think they were not
decisive change In the military situation on the west front," has failed because of the famous Oerman system of
i
an elaHt if defense.
Ardenne's adSignificant
mission that Chateau Thierry and
Soisson.s were the two corner stones of
the German defense and that the former has been lost to the foe, "who
was aiilerl by - not Inconsiderable
American auxiliary forces.''
The Wolff bureau's correspondent
at the front does not fail to dwell on
the "excessively severo" losses suffered by the Americans. These losses,
he says, wre due to the Americans
being mixAl fur the first time with
"savages" nnd "niggers" instead of
with white French troops as hereto
fore. He says at many points moun
tains of American dead lje in front of
our positions.
Don't go another day without that Electric
1'ower you need,
Don't feel reluctant about
pelting your small requirements up to us.
THAT ANNOYING,
Talking it oef with us costs nothing. We will
PERSISTENT COUGH
gladly help you work It out large or small Jobs.
or
ehrorrte
t
JneMONNiNa

SI

BROADWAY at SEVENTH
The cent sr of shoppinc, business and theatrical diitricK Convenient to all car lines.
300 outside looms with private bath. European plan. Rates $1.50 and up, Dining
room service refined and excellent. Free
Ilua from Oepnte. Folder upon request.
WILLIAM R. FLOOD. Manager.
J. B. LANKF.RSHIM, Owner.

ST. Near MAIN

Baron Ardenne Informs Ger- - throughout the country
"The strength of our position must
man PeopleThat Forces Op-- 1 always rest upon public opinion, ".said
Mr. McAdoo.
"What I do lot you
posing Them "Aided by Con- must be done with reference to what
siderable American Force," is just not alone to you but to the
lay

and enjuy tha

flili

miEnsiHi

LOS ANGELES

MORNINtf JOURNAL SPCCUt.

OF

M.

OiHf'Wnlfi'g fascinating summer playground. ''The center of summer attractions uml tpnrtintf events." fcurf liathlriff, pluntre bathing, yachting, homing, deep Be
flffliliHT, Miirf and pier fishing1, tennis, golf, motoring, dancing, horseback riding, eount-U'S- h
amiiHt'intnis, promenade attractions, dully hand concerts, boat trips. Tha always
dtllKlitfully cool resort whera pleasure stektrs congregate, ICxcollent hdtel, apartment
and cottuKe facilities. Write for Illustrated folder on Recreations Humes and Indus-trl- i
s. I,. W. llallard, Beoretury, Chamber of Commerce, Long Beach, Cal.

for good accommodations from 11.50 a day up. Breakfast 36c and 60c (Sundays 75c) Lnlich 60c, Dinner tl (Sundays $1.26).
The STEWART on Geary Street, Jmt off Union Square is close to evervtlilng
worth while. Municipal car line paasen the door, Stewart Motor Bus 'moots
principal trains aud steamers.

GERMANS

tmlay at 12:45 P.

ia breezet at

mm msm

coSAN FRANCISCO'
and
. ..HOTEL STEWAR
for q

cool

FREE AUTO BUS FROM DEPOT
irv
TO POPULAR

FIFTH

e,

I

HOOMfl-ft-

Y"U can leave Albuui-rqu-

refreshing

KlpiiJS

'

For two RICH
ORE VEIN IS

years she was at
tended Dy me best

!

ers

WIRCJ

President

6T.5

TUB IIKAT

toniorr-uw-

with private baths. Conducted ua both the
European aiM American ptan.
MuU'1 Clark in RltuaUd in ttr luajr
t tha
near bnauttful Central Park, Oira to
city,
Bf aches. Mountains, etc., from Hill .Street S'.a-tlo- rt
directly opposite hotel, Kuropean plan
Tariff from I1.5U per Jay. NVw Mexico patronage
solicited. Illustrated folder upon request,
Visit the Grill.' F. M. Dlmnikk. I.chhoo

AKERS

W

RSOAI'K

PI MI

New Mexico Headquarters
AUHOUTTRJ.Y
FIRTCPROOF

e

American

IflCiHL

It consists of a vertical
feet dcp, with a drlf
shaft sixty-fivlevt driven northon the forty-foo- t
west twenty feet in the vein, and some
four surface holes from eight to ten
E
feet deep along thjj surface of the
GUI) feet eastward from the shaft and
vein, scattered a lineal distance of
hole some 100 feet
.another eight-foo- t
therefrom.
and Others Who northeistwurd
Mr. Jackson located the property
Are Touring Country With- last Octob-e- and has done most of the
work himself. From his experience in
out Official Sanction To Be other districts, Mr. Jackson believcu
that this vein is one of undoubted and
Made to Register.
unusual value and seems up to the
time of discovery to have been overlooked by miners in this section.
(BCIA1. COMRiaPONOtNCC TO UOINIHI JOUHNALl
This only one of the late developF'e, July 23. The state counment t fforts in this section.
cil of defense,
through Chairman
Charles Springer, is active In running
BELEN WOMAN ILL FROM
down the antecedents of various war
EATING POTTED MEAT
speakers who are traveling about the
state on their own initiative and not
TO MORNIN0 JOURNAL1
SPECIAL COnnlS'ONDCNCI
officially under the auspices ofsome
Santa Fe, July L'3. Mrs. A. M. Zieg-le- r
government or governmental agency.
of Helen, who arrived Sunday eveSanta Ke recently had one speaker in
the uniform of a Scotch Highlander, ning with her husband from Albuwho made an address in the plaza and querque on a tour of the cliff dwellquickly left this vicinity when it was ing and pueblo country was taken
learned that British officials had dis- violently ill on her way here, a local
avowed responsibility for him, In fact, physician diagnosing the Illness as
telegraphed that the man had been ptomair.e poisoning caused by some
separated from the British recruiting potted meat bought at Albuquerque.
service at Los Angeles and had been ...Tin: physician expected Mrs. Zlegler
ordered back to Canada but had thus Vould b" out of danger soon.
far failed to obey.
Similar Inquiries as to Private
RAINS SWELL STREAMS
who spoke In the museum SatIN LAS VEGAS REGION
urday evening and hud Been speaking
In Albuquerque,
brought the reply
from the British consul that Collinge
PCII. Q4RH.IMMHICI TO MOKNIN4 JOUNNALI
is worthy and is entitled to wear the
East Las Vegas, N. M., July 23.
Canadian uniform.
Heavy rains swelled the Galllnos and
IVrtthiiiK IH'nh's Yarn.
tributary streams to the flood point
The United States authorities are Monday afternoon. The streams have
also keeping Btrlct tab on war speakbeen almost entirely dry In their lower
ers and when a St. Louis paper ascrib- extremities during the past several
ed to one of Pershing's "Fifty," statemonths.
ments that were
lurid, the cable
Recent rains In the mountains, folbrought a direct denial from General lowed by downpours in the lower
Pershing, who said that no such country, brought about flood
events had come under the observa
forces and if
tion of the American
any of his men made such statements
ROY FIRE INVESTIGATED
to send him back to France. The Official Bulletin says:
BY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
"The war department authorizes
cable
the
ci
following
publication
gram from the commanding general
East Laa Vogas, N. M., July 25.
of the American expeditionary forces:
" 'A St. Louis, Mo., paper recently An InvestlKaUon of the cause of the
the
received here states that a sergeant, recent fire in Roy which destroyed
Southwestern hotel and caused the
one of fifty men sent, back In connecIs being contion with the Liberty Loan campaign. de;n of Kafael Romero
Is making speeches
in which he ducted by Chester Hunker of this city,
states: The Germans give poisoned tlio district attorney. It has been reof Incendiarism hai
candy to the children to eat and hand ported that talk
In Roy.
grenades for them to play with. They been heard
It alto is reported that the death o(
show glee at the children's dying
not have been caused bj
writhings and laugh loud when the Ron t ro may
an employ of th
grenades explode. I saw one Amer- the fire, and that
ican boy, about 17 years old. who had khotel, on going to the man's room be
been captured by the Germans, come fore the btnzo, saw him lying face
He had cotton dov.nward on the bed. The body, it
back to our trenches.
In and ab6ut his ears. I asked some U said, was in this same position
o'ne .what the cotton was for.
The when found in a charred state after
Germans cut off his ears and sent the fire. As theo were no evidences
him back to tell us they want to fight
men, was the nnswer.
They feed
Americans tuberculosis germs.
" 'As there Is no foundation what
J
ever In fact for such statements bqed
on any experiences we have had. I
recommend that this sergeant, If the
statements quoted above were made
by him, bo Immediately returned for
be
duty here, and that the statements
PERSHING.' "
contradicted.
From New York and larger cities
come reports of fraudulent appeal to
charity by crooks who use the cloak
of patriotism to cover their game and
therefore all those who make speaking tours on their own Initiative and
solicit charity for this or the other
apparently worthy cause should be
asked to produce their credentials
and if possible have these verified by
the local councils of defense.
done.

,
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hat-bee-

ASKS CREDENTIALS

TRYING PROBLEM

Ixmilon, July L'fl. In a .state today
On food problems, Herbert C. Hoover,
the American administrator, pole of
the great problem of agricultural sub-- J
Btitution, which he said was dominated by two critical factors, the first of
which was time and the second expenditure In fodder and land productivity.
"To increase our beef production,";
continued Mr. Hoover, "would require from three to five years. On
the other hand we could bring about
an enormous increase in our meat and
fat production through swine within
nine to twelve months."
Shipx First in IiiiXrtaiice.
After announcing that all anxiety
had passed, Mr. Hoover continued:
''We are all building ships as u part
of our'sttlmtafirte 'BefehseA We have
now built up our food reserves in the
nearest market us a further defense.
The call for ships for food next year
will be less than last; year and consequently we will have more ships for
American soldiers.
"Taking a broad view," Mr. Hoover
said, "one outstanding and dominating fact Is perceived 'within the enemy lines, namely, hunger. And although a body of some 100,000 per- comprising the dominating spir-- j
Us in Germany, have been able to put
against the world the forces of some
160,000,000 people, they have not been
aide to produce their needed food.
Hunger 'Weakens- Morale.
"The conquered people, already
hungry, are being slowly hut surely
starved and their loss of life through
starvation during the period before
the next harvest will be far larger
than all the casualties on the western

Within Eslry Reach of iVeyilvife

Mmm
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HOOVER SEES FOOD
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free Information bureau at office of the morning journal
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Our Country needs
now 15,000,000

right

Man-Pow-

er

is going to furnish the
greater part of It.

Electricity

The Grocer will grind

his coffee

Electrically
The

Itnker will mix his dough
Electrically

The Butcher, will grind anjd. slice
his' meat Electrically
'

-

,

.

,C

trouMn,
may liad the chronic
stage already
mean mat
In eltber tu try

U roacluil.

ECKMAITS

of

Gen. W. C. Brown is command
chalcorite carrying silver and gold.
d
or " Rainer. of the
t About five carloads of the product
are sorted and ready for shipment. bow" division of the United States
includes
natldnal
'Which
The ore occurs in a fissure vein aver army,-'
inches. wide but .being guard ' troops from many states,
aging thirty-si- x
.

Forty-secon-

.

-

ALTERATIVE

e'JP-rllnd ttnsae-repalThis tonle
tlie a:knowledaja beneflt of t
treatment without tllaturbliig the
no Alcohol, NaT-cotstomach. Contain
W
Drug.
'
$2 lize, bow $1.50. ' $1 sue, sow 80c.
price Includea war fax. All drueiflats,
Pliliadelpliia

Itrator.

,

'

"AT YOUR SKItVICK"

man-pow-

Man-pow-

er

dependable.

Albuquerque Gas
& Electric Co.
'

Tho Storekeeper, Merchant, Manufacturer, Contractor, or any other Business Man will save his
(or supplant that which he has lout,
by the war) by doing things Electrically.
Is the most expensive thing In the
world. Electric power is the cheapest and most
,v

i

s

This does not Imply buying new machines. What
you have can be driven Electrically. The change
can be made quickly and the new way will pay
for Itself.
.
,
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JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.

Western Representative
C J. ANDERSON.
Marquette Blag., CMoao, Hi,
.

EuMri Representative

RALPH R. MULLIGAN,
2nd Street, New York.
JCniered
aa eecund-clas- a
matter at the
at
Albuquerque, N. U., under Aot
poetofflce
of Con grew of March 1, 1S7.
Larger circulation than any other paper
In New Mexloo. The only paper In New
Mexlcs leeued every day In the year.
TKM9 OF SUBSCRIPTION :
Dally, by carrier or by mall, on month. .KM
7.M
Yearly, In advance
NOTICB TO BUBSCR1BKKS.
Sueecrlbere to the Journal when writing
to have their paper chanted to a new
muet be eure to give the old address.
M

But

lattun ratine than le accorded to any other
The American
paper In New Mexico."
Newspaper Directory.
O

MEMBER OF THB ABSOCIATBD

O
I

The Aeaodated Praa la exclusively
ntltled to the uae tor republication
of all newe credited to It or not otherwise credited In thla paper and alas
tat local news published herein,
THB JORNAli take and print!
Hxty houre and thirty mlnutea of
Aeaodated Preei leased wire
service each Week. No other news-pap- er
published In New Mexico take
more than twenty-fou- r
houre of Associated Free eervlce durlaa a week.

WEDNESDAY

.

.JULY

gated a move iu this state to adjourn
pontics for the period of the war.
The people of New Mexico ore not
surprised tit the turn politics have
taken. They are more convinced than
ever thit politics, which might have
been engineered under a cloak of pa
triotism had not one of , the party
henchmen blundered, are going to figure large in the state from now until
November.
It is clear to every.
one that no further attempt will be
made at covert aetionby the republican leaders. They have come out in
the oppn and thereby acknowledged
that a, fight Is Impending.
H Is plain, also, from what may be
gleaned at the political conferences at
tho capital this week, that independent movements will be frowned on by
the republican party. The organization, which is another name for, the
politicul machine, realizes that there
must be no waste of efficiency this
year; that every ounce of support
must be used to tho greatest advantage if the senior senator from New
Mexico is to be returned to Washington.
i
In this year when th winning of
tho war Is of tremendous importance
to the nation, the state of New Mexico Is about to see one of the hottest
political fights it has ever witnessed.
When tho war Is over the
acting as scouts with
Pershing's forces are going
the old wikltip back home a
quiet place.
now

b

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Wednesday, July 24,1918
T7TTC
Newspaper corporation and the
War in the Arctic
ing Mail
The first
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WAR MAPS.
SALVATION ARMY DIUVK.

A good many maps of the battle
zones obtainable In America are attractive and more or less striking
when spread upon a wall, but when
one tries to find towns and villages
mentioned in the news dispatches
from tho front, Wie most persistent
scrutiny discloses innumerable names,
but usually the ones sought are not
to be found.
The fact is that the American maps
AiiKrieun marines .are. known to beat Kola, and an Allied, force has adof Europe are no more reliable than vanced to u point south of Kern, which lies, In ihe center of this map on the
European maps of America have been new Jvoiu railroad. Southern Finland Is in possession of the Germans and
the Finnish While Guard, and an attack by these troops on the Allies, who
In the past. These latter gave Euro
peans an idea that Denver was a day's ore protecting munition stores sent to the Russians, is expected momentarily.
Journey from New York, whilst most
of the maps available in this country leave the impression that there are
only ten or fifteen towns between
Paris and Rhelms, when, in reality,
Pershing."
To Salvation Army women, with- the are hundreds.
The Americans will learn more Eu
standing hardship is second nature.
ropean
geography because of the war
are
not
fastidious
They
about what
kind of work they do, bo lojig as it is than they would have learned in a
hunflred years of peace. As the Amer
helpful to the men in the trenches. ican
armies abroad move from place
Their huts are so near the fighting
lines that the soldiers can get coffee to place the people here also will deund dainties between their hours of mand better maps that they may fol(Copyright, 1918. the New York Herald Co. All rights reserved.)
low more closely the activities of our
(Copyright. Canada, by tho New York Herald Co.)
duty. They are one of the greatest of
forces.
all helps in the actual business of
Two towns mentioned yesterday as
INSTALLMENT VIII.
in which we informed him that thn
fighting.
been captured from the GerBy the time 1 reached New York Evening Mull, so far as international
The people of Albuquerque and of having
mans were
taken
again 'on the Monday after sinking relations were concerned, could not
the county will not be slow to respond
to the request of the Salvation Army. bythe French, and Jaulgonne, taken of the Lusitania tho international sit and must not take any position exIs on a uation so far as America was con
cept that of backing up, tbo presiThe amount Is comparatively small by the Americans. Oulchy
midcerned had assumed a genuinely seri- dent of the .United States.
when set beside the funds which have Btraight north and south line
between Soissons and Chateau ous aspect. The newspapers were
"I agree to that," said Dr. Rumelt-- .
been raised by other organizations. way
to disciiHg the possibilities of "The President has asked the AmIs on the north
Thierry.
Jaulgonne
yet Its usefulness Is in no wise
hank of the Marne, approximately war; the "man in the street" was erican people to remain neutral; he
ten miles northeast of " Chateau for the first time since the European intends to remain neutral himself;
conflict began, beginning to show his we intend to publish a neutral newsThierry.
colors publicly. Up to that time most
.
A perusal of the German official
paper."
Americans hud been cciit.;n to
statement for yesterday indicates that
"But
the
eatiinot conpresideint
thc-war sentimems to themselves;
Germany wants peace, provided the
the American and French forces are
t& remain neutral unless Ger.
our German neighbors were the vocal tinue disavows
In the same positions they were a allies will concede might makes right
the sinking of the
nary
ones
we
among
were
and
both
us,
are
and
that
content
in
made
Germany
Lusitania," T replied. "This newsweek ago.
to "let them rave."
paper must follow him to whatever
Now, as if by common counsel and lengths that course tares uu. ' '
AUSTRIAN CAI1IXET RESIGNS.
CASUALTY TJST
agreement, Americans were resenting
"Germany wlll not disavow the
German bluster and braggadocio. The Lusitania sinking and there yill be
The resignation of the entire Aus- loud mouthed fellows
A number of persons have noticed
at whom we
international complication," was
that the casualty lists issued dally by trian cabinet, reported Monday, is an used to smilo pityingly as they chor- nj
the doctor's view. He was certain
indication
of the sad plight tled their German triumph over their the
the war department at Washington additional
president would not push mathave shown no marked increase in in which the Hapsburg empire has beer and suddenly become offer:i;lve ters to a crisis,
the number of killed and wounded fallen. For more than a year Em to us; we began to realize that these
"Very well, then," I sold, "I am
really justified Germany's going to put the new management f
since the Intensive fighting began July peror Karl has been beset on every people
ruthlessnct-not
been
the Evening Mail on record to that
;that they had
14. The number of American soldiers side by conflicting factions, and the
kaiser has been harsh in his expres shocked but instead had been elated effect. I am going to see the presiengaged with tho French Jn the
the
death
women
of
by
and babies
dent personally arid tell hlin that
Thierry-Rheim- s
area siras of dissatisfaction at the manner our women and our babies on the the
is going to "stand Behind
and the bitterness of the fighting has in which the Austrian monarch has Lusitania. Some of us realized that nlm paper
in nil internal) on. matti- led to expectations of a sharp increase conducted himself.
the torpedo that sent the great
What sh 11 I tell him about the
There appears to be a proneness on
in the number of our men who have
to the bottom had ended Amero the paper. V
to
the
Karl
if
of
he
can, ica's neutrality and welded our people 'That It 'is all owred by American
fallen. The casualty lists issued from
part
retain,
.'mctor
Washington thus far have not re- some vestige of his sovereignty. But with the allies, at one stroke.
citizens, of course," rep'.lel
"
'
'
"Are you going on with this news- I'umely.
flected It. Tho explanation lies in the every move he makes toward compli
Dr. RmiH'lj- Bwome" Cautions.
fact that the.llsts glyen out at Wash- ance with even the sanest demands of paper project?" I asked Dr. Rume-l- y
The president was to speak at Philas soon as I met him at his hotel.
ington are from three weeks to a his subjects is balked by the ruler of
adelphia that night. I decided to try
"Certainly. Why not?" he replied.
Germany.
month behind time.
Hani Row for Neutral NHvsaiK'r. to see him there or to make an apDisaffection In the Austro-Hung- a
The list Issued by tho war depart
"A neutral newspaper will have a pointment for a later meeting In
rian
has
grown constantly
empire
ment Monday included the name of
row to hoe since the Lusitania Washington. As I was leaving for the
hard
Lieut. Leonard Hoskins, of East Las stronger while the emperor has ap
I answered. "I told you last Philadelphia train Dr. Rumely drew
sinking,"
Vegas, N. M. His death occurred June parently grown continually weaker,
autumn
that
America would have to me to one side In the lobtry of the
Until a new cabinet is named the
28 and was carried In the news col
into
some time; thia in- Manhattan.
war
this
get
"Don't commit the Mall too far In
umns of the Morning Journal July 13. full significance of the action of the sures it."
talk with the president,"' he said.
your
ThlB check on the dates Indicates that present members will not be known.
"That's nonsense," Bald Dr. Hume-l- "We cannot
be bsdind to follow him"
the rasualty lists at present are given It Is safe to say, however, that the
"You are excited by what the in all
and politics."
policies
next
council
ot
the
advisory
emperor newspapers are saying. I admit that it
out In America twenty-fou- r
days after
"I shall use the utmOBt discretion,"
the fighting in which the men were will continue to urge the necessity of was a blunder; the Germans are
I assured him, gravely.
I did- an early peace as unreservedly as did
In their international relations and
killed or wounded took place.
At Philadelphia I ' saw the presi'
men
the
who
mis'tako
r
was
a
this
tllplo-quit.
that
good
The time which elapses between
dent's secretary, Mr. Tumulty, and
The Austrian people are becoming
acV would have avoided. Bu: It will made an
the dates the casualties occurred and
appointment to sefi the pres
over.
blow
fifc'ttt.v
I
Wilson
more
won't
ident himself the followfjrg morn(ng,
Impatient daily, despite the
the date they are announced is not to
Becn
have
that
best
the
in Washington.
authority.
What ! said in ton-- ,
be Interpreted as signifying a laxity promises of victory, despite even the
sides, the Lusitania was really a vernation with the president of the
on the part of the war department. threats, that come out of Berlin.
British war ship!"
United States, especially what1 the
The chief of staff of the army has de"How do you make that out?"
president says, may not be disclosed
Tho president of the Wetern Union,
clared that no casualties will be an"She carried guns," he replied.
publicly, i ran only say that the presnounced, where It is possible to avoid who didn't want to deal with the
"That is denied by everyone who ident was much interested, that' fie
understood the whole situation ahd
it, until after the parents or nearest telegraphers, was granted his wish. knows," I rejoiced,
"Of course it is denied, but I have my relation to.lt when I had finished,
relatives of tho men killed or Injured
and that I understood his own viewhave first been notified by the war
The race for Berlin is on. The Ger definite information, that I can rely
on, that the Lusitania not only car- point and attitude Irk reference to 'Geror navy departments.
mans are slightly leading.
' '
'
ried guns hut a great cargo of mu- many and the war.
Jn addition there is the work of
had
he
said
Dr.
Although
he
Rumely
nitions,"
replied, with emphasis.
cabling the names, tabulating them
was my first contact with Dr. had all his" financial . .arrangements
'.It
and rechecklng them against error, all BIOLOGICAL HUNTSMAN
Rumoiy's "Information rom reliable made there waa a- lons and tedious
of which requires time.
I was to hear, a great deal delay before the newspaper was" ' finr"
KILLS WOLVES AND BEAR sources."
more -- rf the same nature. In the ally taken over, a rflelay that wfcs
It is probable that as the American
rather aggravated, than lightened ' by
casualty lists lengthen there will be (ePICIAL CORRMPONOtNCt TO MOONIMO JOUUHlLl newspaper business We have a slang long sessions
in lawyers' of f ices, sesto
of
sources
indicate
the
phrase
still greater delay In getting them to
Santa Fe, July 23. E. J. Feemster
sions at which' Lambln and myself
traced
be
"news"
cannot
that
of
the United States biological survey
the people at home. The lists from
frequently sit for iiours In outer
It is would
the present battle between tho Alsne arrived yesterday from the BaCa lo to any responsibje authority
rooms, cooling our heels, waiting for
called
.
Jiews.
Dr. Rumely, who seldom kept arl apand the Marne, in which the Ameri- cation and Jemez country to the west As an "grapevineon teltraph"
the "grapevine"
operator
cans have participated in largo num- of Santa Fe where he' killed nine line
pointment with ub or e with any one
Dr.
few
had
has
equals'
wolves and one bear. He reports cat.
Rumely
else. Dr. Rumely attributed the debers, may not be expected much be- tie
in
the
buisnesa.
newspaper
in that section in fine fettle, grass
to the difficult In arriving dt an
fore August 8 or 10.
Mr. McClure was greatly concern- lay
arid water abundant.
being knee-hig- h
exact figure of the Evening Mail's' Inover
ed
tho possibilities for .embarHe left tn the afternoon for the
debtedness; Lambin thought it was
inPOLITICS RESUMED.
Pankey ranch, there to do additional rassment to the new enterprise Ml because he had not yet got the money.
work in
the range of predatory herent in the Lusitania affair.
Details of Deal Arranged. T "
United States Senator Albert Bacon animals. ridding
He left at the museum a shall have to keep af stropgTthnd
As I was supposed to have nothing
'
Fall was In Santa Pe Sunday, Monday fine collection of arrow heads found on the editorial page," he said. "It to do with
the financial affairs'of .the
and yesterday in conference with state In a primitive quarry(on the Baca lo- will not do to let anything that could paper I paid little attention to ,lh
political leaders and discussing his cation und also a number of photo- be twisted into an abearance of complicated arrangements that were
pro. Germanism get into the paper made for the transfer of the stock and
prospects for returning to the United graphs of wild animals in the cliff r.ow,
even though we try to maintain the establishing of tjrV .Rumely In 'fi
States senate. Among those present dwelling country.
a neutral attitude." We had a long
nancial control. j. A plan was agreed
at the political parley Monday was
discussion, tire outcomje of 'whjlch
"Holm O. Eursuni, who recently lnstlJoin Uie "Jwo-Bit- "
Red Cro dub. wag a consultation with Dr. Rumely. news corporations, .the S.. 8. MtClure

Amazing Story of Dr.
Rumely, lAjt American,
Who Became a German
:
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General
to find
mighty

The drive which starts in Hernallllo
county at 9:30 tills morning, in which
it is Intended to raise twenty-fiv- e
hundred dollars for the Salvation Army,
needs no recommendation to the people. The achievements of the Salvation
are recommendation
Army
enough. No man has returned from
the front, and particularly no fighting
man, who has not had unstinted
praise for the organization which has
done so much and asked so little during the four years of the war.
It may be news to a number of people to know that "the Salvation Army
women nre working close enough to
the trenches to necessitate their being
supplied with gas masks by General

Even-

syndicate.
named
me holding company. It
was to have an authorized
capitalization of $3,000,000 and was to own the
stock of the Mail and Express
y
and of the syndicate. Articles of
were
incorporation
drawn un in the
offices of Dr. Rumely's personal attorneys, and thcre'were also drawn up
voluminous sets of
for both
of the new companfes and for the
.r
I"
Mail and Express company,
.W..U,HM:MB
After these documents had all been
put Into shape satisfactory to Dr.
" 'iVrom the Colojrno, Gazette.)
Rumely, they had to be all revised
In
England they regard
and done over again. They were not it as France and.
that after
already a settled
satisfactory to Mr. S. Walter Kauff-man- the war Belgium shall thing
once again be
placed under their economic suzerNeither Lambln, myself nor Mr. Mc- ainty. As opposed to this. Germany
Clure had heard of Mr. Kauffmann will take the
that she. and
until within a day or two of the taking Belgium are standpoint
united
a system of
over of the Evening Moil. Jt was evi- nerves and muscles by
that cannot be
dent,' however, from the first time We broken except' to the severest injury
'
met
.
or
ua 10 oe

him, that he exercised great, if
not controlling authority over the entire situation, and that Dr. Rumely,
for some reason, felt it necessary to
defer to Mr. Kauffmann's wishes In
every respect. I was to see a good
deal of Mr. Kauffmann later, and to
learn a great deal about his Influence
In the affairs of the
Evening Mall. He
was a lawyer and the client for whom
he was acting was Walter Lyon, then
a member of a stock exchange firm
that has since gone out of business,
Renskorff, Lyon & Co. It has taken
the United States department ef justice Investigators nearly three years
to discover that Walter Lyon was
merely a "front" for Capt. Helnrich
Albert, the paymaster of the imperial
Cerman embassy!
Rumely Becomes Impressive. , '
While all these legal preliminaries
were under way and accountants, with
Lanbi'n, were working on the books of
tho Muil and Express company, Mr.
McClure, Dr. Rumely and myself had
frequent conferences concerning the
editorial policy of the paper. The
Evening Mall as it was, was an excellent foundation to build on. "Mr.- McClure and I were for making the best
newspaper we knew how; Dr. Rumely
was concerned, even before we acquired possession of the property,
with having the deciding voice as to
certain classes of features and articles.
One day he brought to his rooms at
the Manhattan Roger P. Babson. He
had arranged with Mr. Babson. he
said, for a series of fifty articles.
These were to discuss the economic
aspects of the war. I was familiar
with Mr.' Bauson's reputation as a
statistician, 'but I could not see the
public Interest In fifty articles, even
from his facile pen, especially after
Dr. Rumely named the price he had
promised to pay for them. I protest
ed against the reckless expenditure of
money, for one thing, and against the
purchase of articles without, consulting the men who were, he had promised, to be in sole charge of the editorial department of the paper.
"I'll take care of this with a special
appropriation," he said. "It will not
be charged to editorial expense." He
insisted, however, that Mr. Babson's
demand that the articles be Bet four
columns wide in large type to be com,
piled with.
Complicated Course to Steer.
This was only one of many inci
dents preliminary to the transfer of
the newspaper that made me realize
that' I had let myself in for an extremely difficult 'gumc to play. There
was a complication of obligations and
loyalties and failure to observe any
one of them might make it impossible
to serve the others; yet at any time a
situation might arise in which it would
be impossible to determine on the
spur of the moment exactly where the
correct course lay.
It was inevitable that news of the
Impending transfer of the Mail should
leak out; indeed, I was surprised that
it did not become known earlier than
it did, so many people were by this
time in the secret. On May 20 a morning newspaper published an article
from which the following is an ex
-

bothy
The railways from the southwest
to the Scheldt, as also the line from
Cologne via
Liege
and Brussels to the coast, which cnn.
stitutes what one may terra "the Iron
Rhine,' mean for Germany commu
nication with the free ocean and with,
the world market which we can neffer
abandon.
Germany would be committing sui
cide were she to allow the door to the
open ocean to be dosed' and to. hand
the key to an enemy. The Belgian
railways and ports must .remain in
German hands, or at least they must
be placed permanently under German
influence. Otherwise we should have
to look towards Holland for

Kauffmann and his secretary, officials
of the bank and clerks and messenr
ger.s from various other banks and
trust companies. Twenty persons or
more were crowded into the room.
Ijimhin ariTl I, as officers and dircc-- .
tors of the new corporations (I had
been elected president of both and
Lumbin secretary and treasurer) ) sat
at one end of the long table and thor-

oughly enjoyed ourselves.
The one tact most clearly apparent
was that nobody present seemed to
trust anybody else. Mr. Kauffmann
produced a certified check for $735,-OO- 0
payable to and Indorsed by Walter
Lyon. Dr. Rumely indorsed this check
and it was accepted by un official of
(he bank us a deposit to the credit of
the S. S. McClure Newspaper corporation. Then the various holders of
stock in the Mall rind Express company were called upon to produce
their certificates. These were mostly
officials of other banks, and they were
very eager to see their money first.
As checks weee drawn against the
newly deposited $735,000 and certified
by an officer of the bank, stock certificates were reluctantly pulled out
of brief cases and placed on the table.
Wanted, a Thousand Shares.
"Come on," said Dr. Rumely's at"Who has that thousand
torney.
shares? Where is it? "
"It" was on the table, with a bank
messenger
clutching the package
tightly. The lawyer held a check in
his hand. The bank messenger scrutinized it carefully, the lawyer retaining his hold on the other end of the
paper. Slowly tho packswie of certificates was shoved across the table.
The lawyer put his hand on them.
The bank. man reached for the check.
As they stood there, each waiting for
the other to let go, it made a Bcene
for the "movies!"
Slowly and in this fashion the stock
of tho Mail and Express
company
camo out of bags and packages and
was handed across the table In ex

change for certified checKs. Once the
holders of the stock, fully grasped tho
fact that it was real rhotiy, the transactions moved a little faster and the
look of doubt and suspicion that had
been worn by most of them gave place
to expressions of delight.
Lambin counted the certificates as
they were gathered in. Then the count
was checked up. The total was 1,000
shares' Short?
"Who's got' that thousand shares?"
demanded the lawyer.
One of the
bank messengers produced them from
his hat. Everyone reached for his hat
and all began talking at once.
At last the big game was on!
(Mr. Stockbridge's next article will
tell how Dr. Rurriely began nt once to
impose a
policy upon the
Evening Mail.V

Use Cocoanut Oil
i
For Washing Hair

y

If you want to keep your hair in
good condition, be careful what you
'
wash It with.
Most soaps and .prepared shampoos
too
contain
much alkali. This dries
the sculp, makes the hair brittle, and
Is very harmful. Just plain mulBifled
tocoanut oil (which is pure and en- tlrAlv crrAJftenlanal
lo mllrth Kattui. thnn
the most expensive soap or anything
else you can use for shampooing, as
thlB can't possibly injure the hair.
Simply moisten your hair with
water and rub It in. One or two
will make an abundance of
rich, creamy lather, and cleanses the
hair, and scalp thoroughly. The lath
er rinses out easily, and rmoves
every particle of dust. dirt, dandruff
and excessive oil. The - hair dries
quickly and evenly, and It leaves it
fine and silky, bright, fluffy and easy
to manage.
'You can get mulslfled Cocoanut oil
t .most any, drug" bure. It is yery
cheap, and a few ounces is enough to
last everyone in the family for months.
.
J
'

.

Never

You'll

Bake Another Cake
after you'va tried these. That's what
one of our customers told her friend.
And Blie knew what she was talking
about, for at first she was decidedly
skeptical regarding any baking dona
outside the home. But why praise
our baking? Try some pies and
cakes and you'll do the praising.

Pioneer Bakery
N. BALLING,
South Fire
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Journal wants firing results.

SUBSCRIBE' NOW!

tract:

"It was reported yesterday that the
New York Evening Mall had been sold
or was about to be sold and that Dr.
Edward Buniely of Lft Porte, Ind.,
representing German capitalists, was
the purchaser. It was also said that
S. S. McClure, the publisher would be
identified with the new management.
Dispatches received last night from
La Porte said that negotiations for the
purchase of the Mall had been In
progress several weeks and that it wag
understood that the policy of the pa
per under its new owners WjDuld be
decidedly
I trlpd to find Dr. Rumely; he was
not at any of .the numerous :placcs in
which I had previous times aeen him.
I found Mr. McClure, who was greatly disturbed, We looked up Lambin,
and the three ot us Set out find Dr.
Rumely.
"Why don't you issue a statement
denying this?" I asked of Mr. McClure.
,
"I want that statement to come
he
said. "If he
from Dr. ;Rumey,"
does not represent German capitalists
it is up to him' to do so. I would like
sonis further assurances from him

TO THE JOURNAL

Tob acco Fund
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

n.

to deliver,
Sy special arrangement The JournU guarantees two
dollars
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers,
worth ot tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers In
France and on the way to France.
The. packages (60c worth of tobacco) are put up 1b attractlye
In every package we put a return postal card
patriotic packages.
with your name and addressno that you will get word back from
the battlefields from as many soldiers as ybu subscribe 26 sent
,

myself."--

'

to-b-

e

V

'

TOBACCO

IS MIGHTY

SCARCE

Near the Trenches.

,

'raOM mVIN

i

Spent Xialit Hunting Rumely.
'
We spent the entire afternoon ,and
evening hunting f'br Dr. Rumely. He
was not to be' found. We camped In
the lobby of the Manhattan until the
sweepers drove uS but at t o'clock In
the morning. Theri Mr. McClure and
i went to a Turkish bath for the remainder of' the night.4 .When Dr.
Rumely returned next day hi had
taken a, trip to the country, he said
he renewed' his positive 'assurances
inthat no German money was
vested in the Mail, and promised that
When the transfer was' .finally concluded ho would make a public statement to that effect. So far as I know
he'riever made such a statement over
his signature except to' the United
States enemy property .custodian.
"I have said that up tb the day when
tho' property was transferred to Mr.
Stoddard did not believe the money
would be forthcoming! ' I think he
was still skeptical heri he was notified, on June 1, tb'bring his accounts
and the stock certificates of the Mail
and Express company to jthe offices
of the Merchant Exchange bank. It
took nearly all the forenoon to gather
into .the directors room on an upper
floor "of the bank' building the numer- -'
ous individuals whose
presence was
'
deemed necessary before the deal
could' be closed. There were
and his lawyer, Mr. Stoddard
and till attorney and accountant, Mr.

'

pieces.

'

1

COBB'S "PATHS OF GLORr
"As I recall now, we had come through the gate of the school
bouse to where the automobile stood when a puff ot wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront. brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.
" 'You get Jt, I see, said the German officer, who stood alongside of me. 'It comes from three miles off. but you can get It five
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved his left arm .toward
it as though the scent had been a visible thing. That explains wbf
tobacco la so scarce with us along the staff back yonder In ioura.
"All the tobacco which can be spared Is sent to the men In the
front trenches. As
as they smoke and keep on smoking tber
rw utand that" ' long
... ''.
'

No Matter How Small

the Amount- - Send It In.

Our boys are going to need tobacco In great quantities, rill out
the coupon now Today is None Too Soon and
make It generousl
'
,
Bring It, or mall.lt, to The Journal Office, ,
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BRINGING

International New

UP FATHER
HEe

l

BEAUTIFUL-

-

C0Dru7bt.

,

6UR,

RvbM TOWN

pp

Brrlo.

ltl,

c to Tc to IVic and pro
gained
visions 15c to 2,7c.
Corn traders showed
uncertainty
the first "hour, but after that the bulls
had everything their own way.
Oats sympathized with corn.
ON
sales were in evidence, but were
largely offset by pessimistic .crop advices from Canada.
Strength of hogs and corn lifted
Packers wcro credited
provisions.
OF
with buying on the advance.
,
Closing prices:
Corn Aug.. 1.524; Sept., ,t.B34.
Oats Aug., 69c; Sept.,. fis&e.
Pork July, $45.65; Sept., $45.65.
Unaccountable Heaviness in Lard
July, $26.45; Sept., $26.37.
Other Industrial Issues; Rail Ribs July, $24.65; Sept., J24.9G.

WbSTERN
DROPS

NEWS

IB

0

NO AHVAMCE

FOE SALE.;
$2,000.

2
frame, modern,
sleeping porches, completely furnished, suitable
for 2 families,
rents for $30.00 per month; Srd
ward. ,
$4,760
cement block
and shingle residence, hardwood
loots, hot air furnace, corner lot,
good location, Fourth ward.
$2,800.
shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
$2,500.
stuccoed bungalow In
University Heights, modern,
flrs-plac- e.

un.

h. L

QIICK!

'

'

Ql'ICKi
QIK'K!
FIRE INSURANCE.
tOANa

REAL ESTATID,

Three-roo-

FLEI2C1EE

H3--

v

121K-W-

-

--

Eiglrt-roo-

...

-

... 65 K
... 30 'i
Erie
... 15 '4
Oreat Northern Ore Ctfs! . ... 31 14
Great Northern pfd...L.
... 90
Inspiration Copper ....... ...52
Int. Mer. Marine pfd. Ctfs. ... 98ft
Kennecott Copper
.., 33
Louisville ft Nashville ... ....113
Mexican Petroleum
. 98
Miami Copper
...
29J4
Missouri Paclfio ..,.,
... 23
Montana Power
.
.,84
New York Central ....... ...
71

Cruclbte-tee-

l

Cuba Cane Sugar

permsnent
nishing supplies to our t"
are rtolnff their part nobly and we
Receipts 29,000. Market 10c TUy
do our bit at h"me. Denver
must
For Rent Room With Board.
to 20c higher, slow. Butchers, $18.70
&
Blake, Dt nvef ,
neering Wttrka, Soth
73t.
ifnl9.I0; light, $18.7519.20; packing, Colo. Phone Main
TlTsN T lt's'in. with sleeping porch an'
euU
.
jin Rnil Cftnt.rAI.'
I17.75W18.S0;
rough, $17.2517.70;
FVmHVp.
poruo itn
board and

n.35.

,

Hogs

HKifi elass
bulk of sales, $18.10019.00;
sleeping
pigs, WANTED Experienced
waitress... Mecoa room at summar tates,' 3e. (34 South Attn.
good to choice, $ 17.25 18.00.
Cafe.
16U-Phons
Sheep - Receipts
6,000.
Thfc
Sheep WANTED Competent saleswoman.
FORRENT To convafescents. Ittrge sleepfirm. Lambs mostly, 25c higher.(
Kconomist.
with good home oooklng, 1700

WANTED The Jameson Banltorlum wants
a cook. Phone 6S1
ftVANTTSD Oirl 'for general i housework.
D19 North Firth.
T.."! ... . . . "...
. -- n
hn.iunrk, n
Int. Address Bog z, jiiouqueru.
1
$6.26
cows,
Northern Pacific
heifers,
3.00;
$8.00
ij
, ,
87
Competerit woman for house
15.00; feeders, $7.5016.00; calves, WANTED
Pennsylvania .
43
work. Tit West ropiier,
im.
$8.005i)14.00.
Ray Consolidated Copper.!
23
WANTED A Woman fof general house9.000.
Hogs
Market
Btlve
1515
Reading
East
Receipts
work. Must be competent.
86ft
higher. Bulk, $18.5018.70: heavy. Phone 103".
Republic Iron & Steel!!!!
90
Southern Pacific
light, $18.35 18.60; WANTED Competent girl or woman for
83 Ut. $18.00fi18.75;
323
South
Southern Railway . . . . ! !
general housework. . Apply
23 ft pigs, $16.75i17.23.
3.000.
Texas Company
Sheep Receipts
Market Mulberry. Phonn 2113-J...148ft
Id
housework
Union Pacific
strong. - Lambs, $15. 00R18.23; vcar- - WANTED A glr'fTof general
...121
small family. Apply mornings II !.
U. S. Industrial Alcohol..
lings, $10.6OiS)15.OO; wethers, $10.00 ISOll
B. eU(
iNOrtn I emu.
...1264
United States Steel
13.60; ewes, $8.0012.60.
...104?l
WANTED Girl for general housework at
Utah Copper
Cowles, N. M. Upper Pecos. Fer .partlou80ft
Denver Livestock.
II .
K1A Mnrth HflKAnil.
Denver, July 23. Cattle Receipts TEI.EORAPHT. Btenogrsiphjr, Bookkeeping.
NEW YORK COTTOy.
1.100.
-Market steady. Beef steers,
Hoard, room ana luunio ni j
New York, July 23. Cotton closed $11. 08if 16.09; tows and heifers. $8.00 Macks y Business Colleges, Los Ansel os sad
Fresno.
fi 12.00; stockers and feeders. $7.50
Ut $24.30,
.:
,,
1S.O0; calves, $1 L00 13.50.
.
.

'.

...
...
...
...
...

Kansas City Livestock .
, Kansas City, July 23. Cattle
Receipts 14,000. Market steady. Steers,
$17.2518.25: western. $11.00ffil5.7B:

...
...

.

.........!!

"

ailCAftO

BOARD OF TRADE.

Hogs Rer.ninfa i.lnn
Uartrf ir.n
higher. .Top. $18.70; bulk. $1J.35
'

Chicago, July 23. Corn advanced 18.60.
SheoDReointx - '1- . inn" .
sharply in value today. Price closed
net higher, with steady. Lambs. iH OOiBi
strong, J yo to
August $1.5214 to $1.52
and Sep..
.tsmbef II.S3J4 to 11.53. Oats
FiYE BILLIONS FROM

iuai

ni

;

..

i

EXCESS PROFITS TAX

NOTICE OF FIRST MEETING OF
1!! ""''
tgAM. W1,
CREDITOR.
'
Washington. Julv 2S in
. luuuouiai
In the District Court of the t'nltod States
to
survey
determine the nation's
for the District of New Mexico.
taxIn the matter of Harry Clay McNeil, bank- - able resources as an aid to tv. -rupt. No. 299 in bankruptcy.
means
and
committee in framing the
To the creditors of Harry Clay McNeil,
income and excess profits sections of
'
bankrupt:
new
Notice is hereby given that on the 50th tne
5,ooo,ooo,ooo revenue bill,
day ot July A, D.. 1S18. the said Harry Clay la under way.
Committea . mintun
'McNeil was duly adjudicated a banksaid
today
they
expect to rates ap
rupt an that the first meeting of his ered- ttors will be held at the ejtr at Albuquerque, proximately $5,000,000,000 from exNew Mexico, In the office of the referee, on cess profits and Incomes.,
; .
the 1st day of August, A. D.. 1414, at 10
Some members still hope to raise
o'clock l the forenoon, at which time saltl l6.OOS.O0ff.0OO bv taxes tut
Mr nrnflta
creditors may attend, prove their claims, ap- and Incomes. The committee has
point a trustee, examine the bankrupt an
a petition from American resitransact such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
dents In Canada asking that congress
WIIiSON.
W.
JOHtr
j
relieve American citizens there from
'
Referee In Bankruptcy.
the American Income tax, because
t Aibuqutraus, N, tt4 juix C, ins, .

ec,t

i.i..,ii

ro.

WANTED

Portion.

want
EiXPEklENCED male stenographer
;
situation. K. P. H.. . Journal.
,
WANT-Waahlng
and Ironing by the don
174S.
Phone
and also rough dry.
WANTED Position as meat cutter, married, good references. Address i0 Ntrlh
Oregon, El Paso, Teg,
WANTED Young man to work in TraUIngup. Adstore to learn business and work
Phone !10J-J- .
elerk. references.
for
WANTED Position as housekeepor,
1922-gentleman preferred. Phone

they have to pay one to the Canadian
government
GERMAN LOSSES PLACED
AT, MILLION

BY

ing pnrclr.
East Central Phone J133-FOR RENT Rooms with s!"i"ng porches,
hot and eld water, 1st class table board,
Casa 1e Oro I3 West Horn.
rum sue..
RICNT
Sleeping porcn
table board. ,301 South
rooms, first-clas- s
nw.
Edith. Phone mil. Mrs.
r: TT, r; mwr rt (On fiekhart. Ranch
603
South
Arno. where she
Iras moved to
Is prepared to take health soekors. Phone

jrn

S335.

J ARMS ESCONDIDO" For convales-eentSomething k little better. Coolest
surroundlnga. rtat'i
place in city.1801Pleasant
West Central. Phone 1118.
reasonable.
SHADT NOOKranch offers excellent room
and board, just ino pie.ee 10 ges r....
;
fres transportation
tot rates phone 44J4F-4Aecommodattons sow avllable. Mrs. fl. B.
.
v Thomas.

BUSINESS CHANCES.
FOR REN'i Two buildings at Seventh and
Ceneral Avenue. Apply to V E. Elder,
srent.
FOR BAI.KiRoomlng
house,, completely
furnished. Good business. On account of
other business must sell. Phone 1140,
FOR SALE Hotel, seventeen well furnished
rooms, centrally located, close to depot.
Owner will sacrifice. Hoe National Invest
ment Co., 102 North Third.
one of the best double store
VUH- K&NT
buildings and best located for general
merchandise In the city. See j, n. Eakln at
Washington Apartments 1401 West Central.
pnona zozz
AN opporiunitv is now offered parties who
will Invest from llbO-up- .
whereby csch
1300 will repay 1 per day net profits, or
about Sino per month pavable monthly,
without labor oh youf Part. JFon Invest,
we do the rest. Apply at once, addressing
C. C. care Journal
business eppor- sale first-clas- s
harit Work Mtav In i'l nS . .nd
A
time
big money maker.see chance of a life Motet
man.
Alexander, noss.
for right
,
10ft. between the hours of 10
Tu-- Jand IS a. m,. or I to S p." m Monlay,
day and,
HAVE) fo.
. ..

FRENCH

sswnM jmnwai seteiai.' lsassw wiest
'faris, July 22, Havas Agency.)
eneis.
According to the L'Homme l.ifire, the
Clem-MONET TO LOAN,
newspaper towned by premier
losses since 1t&$BfTotdAtf-eneeau, the German
reMUrrVMOiuity''
March II, are approachlnfr 1,000,000
Realty Oo. Pnone
17 West Oold.
men.
&

at

.

loin the

6 rooms,
porches, good location.
Price only $2,200; good terms; it Is
a snap.

MeCI.IdHAN
110
inld. n.one (07.
Firs and Auto Insurance.
Notary Public
R
W.

Xira-b-

u

Ctuv.

For

FOR REN1

Juuroal

Wal

ASM

btlsg Mlttlti,,

KENT

Rooms lor light housekeuplng.

4lo North Second.
R12 NT atodero
rurnigueo rooms; no
running water, son v west t.'entral.
.i",
FOR RENT Rooms at
Ul
oatn,
summer rates; no sick; oyer week,
UolUen Rule
store.
FOR RBNT Largo!
well ventilated bed
Nr'h l''"th "reet" 1h""
IDsTw

foil

FOR KENT

FOR SALL
FUK HA I, H
FOlt RALE
.

Bourn.

F'nish7d7ooii

114

Wsit

l

WANTED

MUcerianeou.

stele, no children.
lit iiuy piano, 'hone 2072.
.A.Nii;i
RENT Furnished room ior one orTwo
WANTED
To do hair work, swllcheseta
ladles, but no sick. S07 West tlold.
8217.
Phone
FOR RENT Two roemsiW lrght hnusekeep."
HI'KCIAl, rati-made 10 plcnlo and fishing
Ing. Cnunado Apartments and furnished
rooms. 4
psrtles Call 161.1-South Sscond.
VVANTBOIt you nooda"arpentio?Jcair 17
U
FOR RENT Three large airy rooms
H.
Imrllng. phone ir,or,.J.
porch and bath. Nicely furnished for
THI NK wanted inusi lie In first class conhousekeeping. One and coal ranges. Deslr-shl816
West Coal.
location.
of Journal.
dition. 11. j.,
WANTEIy
Tu buy the best twelve hundred
IIIgtHanOs.
pound horse six years old. John Mann.
For II RNT Furnished rooms. 318 Soulh
WANTED
At once set tid hand furniture
Walter. Phone 103.
cook stove or
and kitchen utensils; al
FOR RENT
Furnished room, gentleman
2t9!!-J- .
rnnge.
phone
preferred. 101 South Walter.
To borrnw la.nno at once on
WANTED
FOR
RENT Furnished "room,
sleeping
ranch or city property, at
ier cent. In- porch. 6LT, South Edith. Phone 1347-terost payable annually. Ilox lftl.
Foil ""RENTiirge "roofii with" slepln" BioHEHT
CA9II PHIt'B PAID FOR "jllfflL
16 Kast Central.
porch; Ideal for two.
BT TUB HOtlTH WS3STERN JI.INK CO.,
FOlt" KbS
ooiiuTinshedfor-ho-u
114 WEST LEAD. PHONB 41. WB ALSO
keeping, large sleeping poren. 114 South BI'T OLD AUTOS.
Walnut.
WANT!5-I1lecndamennd boy"
nd
Two rooms
JtK
FOR RENT
furnished.
clothes, shoe and underwear. Alan trunks
South Rroadway with or without board. and suit cases. Call 41. CMeage Sesond- 1315-J- .
Phone
hand stnrs, 117 Month First.
SfT
Foil-BBlRooms witif" sIMpihg "poTch FOR HALJS Hiautltili isjcticr sweet pins,
with or without board. Phone 471. 1133
assorted colors
long stemmed, fragrant,
East Cntrs4.
7lio pef hundred.
Order In advance. ' Rio
FOR RENT Will share nicely furniTlied (Iranrte Industrial School, phone
WANTBD--l,bo- o
from ae to o
cottage with two people; genllcincn i -- c
bsgs. r
ferreil. 105 South Cedaf.
each. (04 ton acrap Iron. Pay from
o
to
per lb. Patrlotlo duty. Ht. ImjIs
General,
Junk Co.. 405 gouth First street. Phone 471.
midern WANTED To sell or trade for
FiH RENT Nicely furnished
sheep or
rooms for light housnkeepln. phone 1773
farm has five
ranch property, one
room modern bungalow, artesian well, located
FOR REN1 Apartments.
at Huntington Reach. California, Inquire
of M. L. Oarcia. Box 4;il. Magdalena, N. M.
Foil RENT Desirable furnished apartment
W ANTED
Careful kodak finishing by m
nlso sleeping room. 400 South Seventh.
Twlc dally aervlce.
ter photographers.
FOR RENT Two and three-rooSend
apartRemember, satisfaction guaranteed.
ments and sleeping room.
Highland
established firm.
to
reliable,
your
finishing
'
House.
master
A
Hanns.
photographers,
Hanna
Foil RENT Three or four room furnished WANTED Good man. w ho will Invest fn m
apartments, modern; Uie fO block 8nith
In
IDOO
to
gold r.lne
5.0
Plith. Tnqulrj Hmvor hotel office
operutlons. with my own patent machines,
mod
at It
FOR RENT Three-roorlstht
all
the
save
which will
gold
apajtment,
ern, nicely furnished, coal and gas range mines.. You become
of the mines,
In.
400
Fourth.
North
combined, close
Apply
machinery and patents, and jhnre In the
Phone. 201).
Investment will pay better thou
earnings.
AdFOR RENT Two-roohousekeeping apart- 300 per cent. Dividends every month.
' '
dress B. II . care Journal.
ments, three moms with bath and sleepS
North
ing room. Albuquerque Hotel SH
l

THE ECONOMIST
PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

for a happy winter home. Coal
nll
already stored, a few nice little furnished Foll'sAtJii-0riding and driving pony
apartments vaoant. Suitable for two persons.
taken
Unci
It
called
Bam).
by
(Tenants
FOR BALE Two well broken cow ponies.
quick will let for th former all year round
Beiemek'
Dairy. Phon 461.
prices at TUB WASHINGTON, 1003 West
Central. 3 T. Flakln. proa
FORSALK Three young horses. $35 to
Df. B. K. Wilson, inieo am
1100.
south of hrldge.
.
-,
FOR
'SALE F.xtrr. fins, young pedigreed
'
KorrAT.BSfx acres' 'of'" oulTlvaTCor'lirnd' FOR
vjianw
tock
yietnisn
breeding
...... n..
vl.n hares. W SIS
house. Cash prloo, Isooj .tana, ana. nuius
and four-rooeu
on time
T". phone 1585-Oeatrech. Sr., 24 North Eleventh Street,
stN.
FOR BALE 140 acresTmountaln rancli on Amuduer ef.
Pecos river, 15 acres under cultivation:
"PASTURAGt.
40 acres fenced; ! modern five-roobung,
alowa; one mile protected trout stream. Address Box tSK. Vallev Ranch. M. M.
acre ranch
Ff) h SALE OR RENT-J-Thre- e
100
small
miles from town. Crop In
2
4
TYPEWRITERS.
fruit trees, also grape and small fruit. Lohouse,
cated on main ditch. Three-roo"overnauled ano
TtVBRrTBhiAIMnkea;
Addres
175,
chicken
Bog
pen.
barn ad
Alrspalred. Ribbon for every machine. 414
phone 2411-Fbuquerque TypwfRer Exchange. Phon
r.
r
"vri
lit Hnoin

. lunches.

STOLEN

DwellinBs.

WANTED
STOLEN From number 40 In 5 mile mm
Albuquerque, 1 double set of new heavy WANTED--Byoung couple small modern
itmt4 house net over 425 nes month;
leather harness, chain ends. The Anti-ThiAssociation of 10 rcently organised with of-fmil pay six months In advance for suitaBoutn Third, phone 1411-at
nil
ble nlace. Permanent flare Journal.
of
for
the
the
recovery
offers 4100 reward
property and for Information leading to
-- CARPENTERING.
, ;
the conviction of the thieves.
0ft?ARTQQTs?R,wor1JWr
are requested to list Sit stoles property with
.
Care tot Kortb rirst
.
th AiOltiUB.
--

,.

1

ATTORNEY!
JOHN W. WILSON
Room

II,

kODCV

4)

,.

t.

CrosawslI Building

Phon

1174

.,

Honer

Attorney at Law
I, Law Library Building
DKHTMTfl

Suit
OK.

attorney

IT and 14

B. RRAFT

Itentad durgeos
l
Barnett Building
Pknaa
Appointment Mad by Mall
p"
T77
uTiTcopDentist
Rooree 4- -i Mellnl Building
PHYNICIANB
AND StUUIRONf
'
W. T. .Ml urn V. M.
I'rixtlee Limited to Tuberculoel Wright
building; opposite postofflce. Office hours,
10 to 13 a.'m., f to J p. m.
phone, office
o.M- j
resioenre SVI-Aoos-n-

j.

IB. IAROARRflrfJARTWsUOHf

Pmctlca Limited to Woaaea's
CJ -dran'i Dlseaiae
UM B, Oentral Phon 471.
W. M
UHH. TOI L
BAKfta
Praetle Umlled Ut Ky, Bar, Mom

ud

Albuaere.

Mi

.. THROAT
Office Hourst 1 to II; I to I
Btats National Bank Ealldlng
OH. SARAH f OKF.R
Practice Limited to Children.
Office Rooms 1 and I. Wright Kid;.
Fourth and Onld.
Routs I p. m. to t p. as.
Residence Phon 1071.
Office Phon

'

'

FOR

"

lt

MiicclWotiT.

REM

HOK8BS and Rig to Jems Spring; aheap
rales- - B. Qarcla, l)3 North Arno,
i'ult REN? cntlo drlVing borse7rnil "6us
vt 4 oo foe l lo- -r
fh.m. IM4-- 1

"FOR

SALE

Automobiles.

utTrtC7irilU

FORD truck for
.
conutiion. Hhoue 2
FOR SAIB Dodge car JS;To.(h), W. U. Cair
7:'
Kouth Walter.
Foil SALE
rMlichdi7 rnrly
new. Cash, torms or trnde. Phone 4s5.
!'( R HAI.E Oil TRA7)KFor smaller car?
one Overland,
Prone ss:.
FOR K A
llargaln. Ilulck torn lug car.
r.
7
:.
$0
onlv run four thousamd tnllea
Must sell at once, l'honn 1114.

FOR RENT

Office Rooms.

FOR I1K.N I orn.es In suite or single. Call
upstairs, ever Woolworth'e store
eoanectlni ufffci
FOR "TtKNTI "front
rooms over Qoldea Rule Store. Ingulr

Qo.,m

44.

,

PERSONAL.
nAiTw4iiTr
hl

rirmi.

Phn

M

FOR SALL
FOR

AI.K

Houses.

nitilern
frame
house, sleeping porch and garsgc. A bargain. Ill North High.
FOR SALE NIc home, furnished and a
good paying business. 14,000, half cash.
Rongalow. Journal office.
FOR RA1.E Cement block tiouse five rooms
sleeping porch, cellar, city water, corner
lot one block from car line, handy to shop
a little cash and SI 3 per month. Call 1301
Boulh Arno Phone 1900-Four-roo-

LiTeatock.

FOR SAL1

Second.
CHANCH

,

in first class

4,

.

verjno

SALt

Style No.
Cheap.

HA

ulint

Ft

FOR SALE
Underwood Typewriter

Alfalfa. Phone I40J-Ffiood piano, lias cuslt. Phono

LE One heavy latm wagon. Apply
South Walter.
FOR HAjR Cheap, first-clas- s
piano. Party
leaving city, call at 719 Wfcst Fruit.
t,
FOHSAI.E Baby's
as good as new.
Phone 1077, or call at 724 South Second.
FOR HALE Two Hlngei sowing machines,
cheap and uther 'household goods. J)l3
North Sixth.
Foil SALE One white enameled Koch lar-be- r
chair and one mirror, 4Hx34. Address
Tlox 742, Window, ArlS.
Fiji t H A LE W hit e" w To W tm I . y cal 'Uko
Vsed five nionihs. cost fO, nnd wilt sell
40'J North
for S15. Phone 1M4-W- .
aoo6o per gallon. Hoofs nnder nor ear will
Improve from year to year. We can put on
new roof that will last as long m the
building. The Mansano Co. Phone 101-ilO South Walnut.
root"eement
ERIE carbon root parnt
stops leaks; lasts five years. Us tieroe
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-lamohair top and seat dressing. Motor car finish, cold water kalsotnlne, and be satisfied.
Thos. F. Keleher, 40 W. Central. Phone 414.

118 West Gold

400

adobe
FOR SALE
house, with Bleeping porch, on
lot containing fruit trees, berries, grapes, etc. A nlco home
CHAS.
for a small family.
MANN, Old Albuquerque, N. M.

IVtxsceriaryoui.

One light, any room and
sleep.
lug porch light housekeeping, js.so with
light 1J17 North First.
clean rTma";
IMI'ERlAl, ROOMSNte
rales by day or woek; ovor Woolworth a.
319
t
West Central.
FOR KENT Largo front bedroom, modern
407
prlvtte entrance, bath adjoining.
North Fifth street. Private family.
FOR RENT Very deslruble ruom with
loeplng pofclr for light housekeeping. Also
ne bedroom. 1005 West Central. Phone Sl'40.
FOlt RENT Two nicely furnished
bedrooms, running water, close In: no sick;
220
North
gentleman
Apply
preferred.
'
FOR BALH
Seventh.
ONE
Centrifugal pump and
FOR RENT Nicely rurnisoea outside rooms
motor. With pressure control. Apby the week or month; also furnished room ply D. Weinman, ears Economist.
for light housekeeping. Dims Hotel, oorner
First and TUsras.

FOR RENT

The Star Furniture Co.

mmi

1115

'notUiT
FOR

Mviwm

Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
In. Some cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

FOR

Roomi.

Ssale,

riione

iao:-W-

Two-too-

T,

""f

Ma-chi-

TIMTOH

four-roo-

;

j

We have a new Washing
for $S.50.
Remember we
want to buy your old furniture.

--

$3,500

I

-

EEM

tlood homes at old prices ure exBARGAIN
ceedingly scarce. We can, however,
still offer an exceptionally well built
.. 4 room modern brick Willi sleeping
brick homo, with basement,
porch, clone In, lowlands. House In Sttnta Fc
The lot is worth $fii)0 heating plant, five spacious rooms,
Al condition.
surbut we are (Coins to sell you the hall, bath, largo porches, Rood
In in Lowhouse, lot and nil for less than the roundings and very close
house could be built $2,350 takes it; lands, for the, old price of $4,200.
$250 down, $25 per month, (let busy,
A CO.
beat the other fellow to it. See
FlIUS INStHANCR AGENTS
Third nntl Gold
MARTEN CO.'

1 ',4
story, brick, stuc-- .
216 West Gold.
coed, large living room with fire- Phone 1R8.
South Seventh.
place,
Lines Reflect General Weak
FOR REM Dwelling.
XFAV YORK METAL.
$3,000.
stuccoed bungalow,
modern, hardwood floors, garage;
Aortn.
ness,
New Tork, July 23. Lead Market
Highlands, close in.
unchanged.
Spot, $8.05.
RENT
unfurnished
FOlt
A.
Spelter East St, Louis delivery,
house; porch. Inquire 1300 North Second.
-,- ,.,,.
t.r Me.N.N
win
8.45.
1.
$8.85
spot,
KmI state. Insurance, Loans
New Tork. July 23. Foreign events
furnished house;
.OK BENT
111 louts Fourth u-were again obscured In today's sIur-gls- h
NfeW YORK MONEY,
sleeping porch; shade. Inquire 1300 North
and professional stock market by
Second.
domestic developments, chief anions
New York, July 23. Mercantile paSouth.
HELP
WANTED.
was
which
the president's proclama- per, four and six months, 6 per cent;
FOR RENT Two' furntshert houses, four
403
and tol Soulh Scventt.
rooms.
over
tion, taking
the country's wire sterling 60 day bills, 4.72i per cent;
and five
Hale.
unfurnished houses at
also two
systems at the end of the month.
commercial 60 day bills, 4.71
per WANTEU A man to work on the
411 Boutn Seventh. Apply at 814
The order was preceded by a three-poi- cent; demand, 4.75 5 16
farm. 409 and
'
C. J. Blrong.
Gold.
cent;
per
West
break in Western Union and cables, 4.76
per cent.
'WAITED
U
Experienced
n)u7kleepol
ApUijlitanras.
Irregular heaviness in other f utilities.
Bar silver and Mexican dollars, un
ply at once. !,. I). Putney.
Other home news was of a more changed.
mo4ers
bcairabie
Foil HUNT
warn
ed
or
experienced
waiters
furnished cottage. Phone
reassuring character, however, emTime lonna strong and unchanged.
waitresses. Pullman Cafe.
KurnTiTied
two.room cottage
BEN'T
bracing the extra $2 dividend on
Call money Strong.
High, low, PAJ.NTEH.s wanted 1st elans men, no others F6rt
with sleeping porch. 102J South Walter.
American Hide and Leather preferred ruling rate and last loan, 6
need apply. Master Painter, cilison, N. M.
tent;
per
oii
i'our-rtwo glassed
house
KENT
and an increase from 7 to 8 per cent closing bid, 5ft per cent; offered at WANTED Neat appearing boy about 14. foil
.
In porches. Water tmld. IH. Phone MTi-JUood Job fur rlKlit boy. luoi East
In the Pressed Steel Car common stock 6 per cent.'
'
Three-roofurnished cottage.
RBNT
FOR
disbursement.
Inquire 17 Boulh Broadway. Phone 8134WANTED Experienced man for milk house
United States Steel was again the
house:
modern
KANSAS CITY PIIODITK.
HBNT
FOR
work.
Apply Besek'i Dairy. 1304 North
,
after
Overshadowing feature at an extreme
near high school. J'hono
fourth.
neenne or l ft points.
p. m.
Moderately1
Kansas City, July 23.- - Butter and WANTED I'arpenters $4.24 to
per day.
Thne-roofurnished house
tuim luuiura inciuuea Sumatra
Laborers i 60 to X9 per day. 40 labor- l'Olt USNT
unchanged.
ls month! water
with sleeping porch.
Tobacco at a.nejjfain of. three points poultry
ers for Oklahoma at onoe. Employment lis
32c.
Firsts,
Eggs
37c;
seconds,
Wsltef,
South
paid. Dp
South Third, phone 34.
"Corn "Products, Tobacco Products
RENT" Furnished house, three room
WANTED Teacher for munuai
New Haven and Baldwin Locomotive
training FOR
rnonrcE.
Chicago
and sleeping porch, IU.0O; water paid.
an
and
all round mechanic. Rio Grande
mostly atnet recessions.
Inquire 40 South High.
Industrial Rchool, nox 69r city.
Ralls developed
heaviness toward
Chicago, July 23. Butter Market WANTED
three rooms
Boy of 18 or 13 years of aKe FOR RENT Modern bungalow
the end, Reading losing 1ft, St. Paul unchanged.
with large sleeping porch, furnished.
who can drive Kurd car must bo
871. Inqulre1133
Phone
preferred two and low grade issues
Eggs Receipts 19,777 cases Mar- - Apply Wet Wash Laundry, 301 strong.
E,"JnlIL
North
one to two points.
FOR'RENTMoaern furnlahed fhti on Eastnet unchanged.
Broadway.
Centrsl csr line, convenient to sanatorBonds, internationals as well as
Potatoes Lower. Receipts 64 cars. WANTED Experienced launilrens to work lums.
Thaxton tt Q.. Third and 'Join.
one day a week, call between 14 ,.ud 12
Liberty issues and rails, were Irregu- Virginia barrels, $4.755.00; Kansas,
cottage, modern.
In tlin mornlnK,
830 North Fifth street. FOR RUNT Furrdshod
lar. Old United States bonds were Missouri and Illinois Ohios, $2.35
glassed porches: University car lines.
1261.
Phonj
1524
East Central.
SRI.
unchanged on call.
Phone
2.50; Kentucky cobblers, $2.50 2.75.
mornings.
WANTED Few good men who Will invest KoK RRMf
ffoussTTn Highlands; four- Closing prices:
Poultry Alive, unchanged.
flfrrt or more each In enterprise and work
glatsed In
room hungalow. furnished;
American Beet Sugar
68 ft
Ift
the huxlnefts at good salarv. Income
East
also garage, Call
American Can
LIVESTOCK MARKKT.
from Investment and salary amounts ti sleeping porch;
46
"ntral.
American Smelting & Refining. 76
Interesting and profitable layout of abut
A. A., care
$:'00 per month.
Address
Cliicaffo Mvc.Htm k.
American Tel. & Tel
General.
... 95
American Zinc
July 23. Cattle Receipts Journal.
... 18 v Chicago,
RENT
house, suitable fof
TOR
HKI.P WANTED.
Anaconda Copper
it, uu". uood ana better steers strong; WANTEDMAI.S
two aparinien-.- . ni'.ow
... 65ft others
Man to handle lleruailllo county
and
butchers
active
Atchison
rooms
and
firm
Virt
... S5K to
partly, furnished;
FORRENT
or the state of New Mealeo in u busln-f- a
electric lights and bath. Water paid. Rent
Baltimore & Ohio
higher; calves steady to 25c higher. that la easy to hand In and bin m iney maker.
...54fc
Beef cattle. trnnl. hrlmn tt7 nn
per month. Inquire 611 West Central or
f a
Small InveHtment required. A chance
utfe &, Superior
. . . 29
J,
All Hinder phone am.
man.
fee
for
,t
time
life
rlaht
18.35;
1.00
$1
common,
California Petroleum .'
butch
17.00;
... 18ft er
In iiTghfands
nar ttnlverslly
Ross, Hotel iVmhs. Ito.nii 100, between the FOR PENT
Canadian Pacific
stock, cows and heifers. $7.50 i) hours
4 room
modern furnished
cat1 line new
10 and 12 a. in. or 2 to i v. in.,
...149ft 14.26;
of
canners and cutters. ffi.Snsi)
Central Leather
6 4
Tuesday and Wednesday.
bungalow. Coll or Phone A. U Martin Real
7.50; stockers and feeders, good, choice Monday.
Estato Co, 211 West Hold.
... 66 and
Chesapeake & Ohio
ODeralo
to
hunts.
WANTED Machinist
furnished house very
fancy, $10.5013.00;
RENT
Inferior,
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.. ... 40ft
In
construcFOR
etc.,
mills,
boring
and medium. 18 25(5?) 10 r.fi- tionplaners,
Chino Copper
desirable; every modern convenience, two
of electric hoists, crushing and con... 39 common
furscreened porches, ' shade, flood terms to
Colorado Fuel 6 Iron
... 44K veal calves, good and choice, $16.60 centrating machinery for Industries
or,ti7li.
tenant. Phone 51W-"ovor there."

:

OUT FOR A WALK!!

X

VV,i:

'

THROO.H

McMANUS

GEORGE

MOlillK JOMIIAL CIA SSHFMD) C0LSM1S

i

. .

BY
,

trl.

MAIL ST All K
Phone call anywhere any ' time.
Silver Clry T a.m.j ar. Mogollon 4 p.m.
I..
I.v. Mogollon 7 a.m.; nr. Silver City 4 p m.
Best squlpped auto livery In southwest.
HKNNETT MOTOR TRANSIT CO.
SHvm City, N. H.

TIME CARDS.

VVS4V4TSrNrf4
A TCP-IS-

No.

TorpKA

a

FB BA1I- -,

BANTA

WAT CO.
Westbeojsd.
Class.
Arrive

T :14 pm.
The snout
California Limited ..11:44 am.
.
Fast
......114:44 am.
Fargo
1:4
Th Nave,1
j
ReulhbMOd.
l)l. m Paso Ripress .....
Wl. Bl Fnm Bx es ...
Kastboaad. '
7:44 am.
14. Th
Scout 1.
rlavajo ......4:40pm.
ITS
4. California limited ,,
i4 pm.
4;CI pm.
Bight
t laata

1.
4.
7.
4.

Departs.

1:10pm.

14:44 pm.
11:14 am.

.........
.......

"

414.

r-

tisa

Mit--

.

City aad OhKMa,

1:4 am

pis.
t:ll
11:41am.

4:am

4:44pm.
T:4 pn.
1:44 pm,
.

,

t:H aa. .

HI, Kssws Cltf aad GkitNA I:N

1
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO. Food Conservation Enables
818 WEST CENTRAL

Santa Fe Stage
America to Send Huge Supply
Albuquerque to Santa Fe
to Allied Peoples and Army
Commencing week July

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces

Billions of pounds and hundreds of porary periods of hardship. The EuABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.
millions of bushels' of
ropean allies have been compelled to
PHONE 815.
food- sacrifice more than our own people
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
stuffs have been sent to the countries but we have not failed lo load every
of Europe and democracy's firing line steamer since the delays of the storm
last winter. Our contribuduring the past year as a result of the months
rind intelligent tions to this end could not have been
patriotic
conservation of the people of the Uni- accomplished without effort and sacted Slates. The record Is a wonder rifice and It is a matter for further
ful example of American efficiency satisfaction that It has been accom4
The figures are plished voluntarily and individually.
and determination.
It Is difficult to distinguish between
staggering and beyond the average various
sections of our people the
reader's comprehension, ft is an Im
of tho vast homes, public eating places, food
demonstration
pressive
tt
of America's resources trades, urban or agricultural popula
possibilities
tions In assessing credit for those
that these mountains of foodstuffs results
one will deny the domhave been sent abroad without In inant but no
of the American women.
part
hun
on
the
real
hardship
fllctlng any
"HERBERT HOOVER."
(Signed)
dred millions of people at home.
V. S. Food License No.
House
By permission of the While.
the food administration makes public
FOR
the following letter from Food ad
CRESCENT GROCERY
mlnistrator Herbert Hoover to Presi
dent Wilson summarizing the result
HOMEB H WARD
ROBERT JONES
of America's food offensive for the
815 Marblo Avenue,
Con, and Soiith Waiter,
past year:
rhonca
riione .".
576
"It is now possible to summarize
the shipments of foodstuffs from the
United States to the Allied countries
during the fiscal year Just, closedTOMIGH
mm
service, that he has landed
last
harvest
year.
the
safely
practically
'
oversells.
These amounts Include all shipments
Toribio Triljillo was arraigned
to Allied countries for their and our
W.
W.
McClollan yesterday
Judge
the civilian population, the
on a charge of wife abandonment. He armies,
and Bed Cross. The Private John H, Dale of El Paso
was bound over to await the action of Belgian relief
figures Indicate the measure of effort
the grand jury.
in support of
Recruiting District to Begin
Thomas Hughes, warden of the state of the American people
Allied food supplies.
iM'irleinmry at Santa Fe, and TheoCampaign With Lecture at
Value More Than Billion
dore Koun.ll, state game warden, were
"The total vuluo of these food shipArmory,
lu Albuquerque
yesterday. They left ments which were in the main purfor hsint.-- Ke last night.
Jack Hampton of Jemcz Springs chased through, or witn the collaboraPrivate John H. D.ilc of the southwas arrested here yesterday on an tion of, the food administration,
western recruiting district for. the
order of the department of justice. He amount to, roundly, $1,400,000,0,00
army, with headquarters at 151 Paso,
Is held for Investigation
of charges during the fiscal year.
"The shipments of meats and fats who Is making a tour of the district
accusing him of being, a slacker from
tho army.
(includes meat products, dairy pro- In the Interest of enlistments will open
IX- Charles F. Wade, chairman Of the ducts, vegetable oils, etc.) tl Allied a two weeks' recruiting campaign In
Albuquerque and the immediate vicity commissioners, .who, received a destinations were at, follows:
lbs. cinity, The first gun of the campaign
fracture of the right ankle In a motor Fiscal year
lbs. will be trr by Private Da'le at the
fc.ar accident on the Zunl mountain
Fiscal year
railroad last week, was teported to be
armory at 8:30 o'clock tonight. Every
844,600,000 lbs. man In Albuquoique. ami women also,
Increase
i.olng favorably last night.
A meeting of Ballut
"Our slaughterable animals at the are Invited to hear his lecture.
Abyad patrol
Private Dale said last night that this
will be held at Masonic temple at 8 beginning of the last fiscal year were
o'clock this evening in' conjunction not appreciably larger than the year would be the greatest "clean up" camwith thc: Divan, for the purpose of before and particularly In hogs; they paign that has ever bpen held for
discussing the Koswell pilgrimage and were probably less. The increase in army recruits. A special effort will
to ascertain the number contemplat- shipments is due to conservation and be made to enlist pool hall loafers, jitFive "Reel Feature
the extra weight of animals added by ney drivers, private chauffeurs and
ing going.
L. B. Hittson of Flagstaff, Ariz., cur farmers.
The full effect of these other men employed In
who was at St. Joseph's hospital for i 'forts began to bear their best results occupations.
FORD WEEKLY ONE REEL
"While Albuquerque has made a
two months with a bullet wound in in the last half of the fiscal year when
remarkable record for recruits In
o:ie leg. was sent to his home last the exports to the Allies were
0
comparison with other towns In the
The shot was accidentally In
pounds, as :;ainst 1,266,500,-0010c night.
flicted by himself.
His sister, Mrs.
pounds in the same period of the district," said Private Dale, "tho city
Vopp, accompanied him home. year before. This compares with an has not made the record it should
5c Hutlie
Bonifacio Lucero, boilermaker In average of 801,000,000 pounds of total make in proportion to army material
Plus War Tux
the Santa Fe shops, suffered two exports for the same half years in tho available."
pre-wPrivate Dale has just arrived from
period.
fractures of the left arm and a broken three-yea- r
central Texas, where he has completed
rib when he was hit with a falling
Hugo Cereal Supply.
boiler flue yesterday morning.
The
"In cereals and cereal products re- a nine weeks' recruiting tour. In one
Lucero duced to terms of cereal bushelB, our town the mayor and all city officials
flue weighed 300 pounds.
was removed to the Santa Fe coast shipments to Allied destinations have besides many other citizens enlisted
FIRST COMB HONEY OF THE
been:
lines hospital.
during the campaign.
2.rc
Season,
.259,900,000 bus.
Private Dale was in consultation
W. fc 8.
Fiscal year 1916-1Sen soil,
'.23c
1917-1.340,800,000 bus. with the city commissioners, membsrs
Fiscal
year
Jar
30c, 15c, $1.00
of the Chamber of Commerce and
E
Sweet corn, green cliili, Humbus. other officials of Albuquerque Spsler-da- y
80,900,000
Increase
mer squash, cucumbers, Calland all have pledged
"Of these cereals our shipments of
foinia lettuce, green anil wax
the
prime breadstuffs in the fiscal for the two weeks he is to be tere.
lieu us, tomatoes, mangoes.
to Allied destinations Members of the ministerial alliance
year 1917-1- 8
AGAINST
were:
Wheat, 131.000,000 bushels, will meet at the army recruiting staand rye, 13,900,000 bushels, a total of tion this morning to discuss plans for
Matteucci, Palladino&Co.
aiding In the campaign. The Overland
144,900,000 bushels.
"The exports to allied destinations Auto company yesterday of the
GROCERIES AND MEATS
1916-1- 7
were:
and other members of the re
6
during the fiscal year
4 601 W. TIJeras. Phones
Wheat, 135,100,000 bushels ana rye0 cruiting station here have the use of
an automobile for the day. Autoists
2,300,000 bushels, a total of 137,400,-00who have cars they may wish to lend
In addition, some
bushels.
bushels of 1917 wheat are to the recruiting force and thus aid
Following the death of Timeteo nnw in no.t for allied destinations or the cause of patriotism are directed to
Muldonado from a gunshot wound at en route thereto. The total shipments notify members of the army station V
midnight Monday, the police have to allied countries from our last nar-ve- the Grant building, Third street and
placed a formal charge of murder
of wheat will be, therefore, about Central avenue.
against Porfirio Lopes, who they say 141,000,000 bushels, or a total of
Trlvate Dale's subject tonight will
PROMPT KERViniC. PHONIC
shot Muldonado as the men were
bushels of prime breadstuffs. be "What Constitutes a Slacker." The
76.
STRONG BLK., COPPER 1 leaving a dance about 3 o'clock Mon In addition to this we have shipped
speaker will also touch upon the
unit nr,uunv.
inunn.nnii hushols to neutrals subject from the standpoint of the
day morning. An Inquest over the nn.
re
bo
held
will
we
have
Thursday morning dependent upon us and.
body
"work or fight" order. The dates of
and the formal arraignment of Lopes ceived some Imports from other quar-,r- i other
speeches to be made by him
before Judge W. W. McClellan will be
A hi t ee nart of the other cereals
will he announced.
war
afternoon.
Thursday
exported have also gone Into
9, Q.
'
A Jury, composed of W. E. Berry-bil- l, bread.
MAN
BY
D. H. Collier, O. Fahey, Isaac
DISMISSED
Wheat Shipments Big.
Franks and J. E. Bell, together with
"It is i uteres! inc to note that since
WILSON AFTER TRIAL
MClellan, viewed the body of tho mur- the urgent request of the allied food
dered man yesterday morning and controllers early In the year for a
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
Francisco Trujillo; ''ho "ves In the
then adjourned until Thursday afterHhinmpnt of 75.000.000 bush
arMartin & Thorn. Taxi. Thone 273. noon.
els from our 1917 wheat than origin vcllpy east of Albuquerque, was
c
The Royal Neighbors of America
According to a brother of the dead ally planned, we shall have shipped to raigned before John W. Wilson,
will meet In Gable hall at 8 o'clock man, he, and his brother and Lopes
of tho peace, yesterday morning
or have en route, nearly
Europe
were leaving the dance, which foltonight.
bushels. At the time of this on a charge of hav'ng destroyed a
lowed a christening ceremony. He rommat nnr Nomina was already more fence and house on he propeily of
II. Ross enlisted In the navy yesterThis accomplish-meri- t Jose L. Gutierrez, a neighbor. He was
day as a first class fireman and left says Lopes had been drinking and than exhausted.
that he and his brother were accomfor El I'aso last night.
of our neonle In this matter dipmissed.
According to Wilson, the evidence
panying the man to his home. When stands out even more clearly If we
L. C. Mersfelder and J. r. Archuleta have returned from a two weeks' they reached the vicinity of Lopes' bear In mind that we had avaname showed the trouble o result In a mishome, the brother, says, they turned in the fiscal year 1916-1- 7
from net understanding of government lands.
stay in Rio Arriba county.
to leave Lopes. Just as they turned a
over our
and as surplus
carryover
Heads of committees in tho Salvawas fired and Muldonado fell, normal consumption about 200,000,-nn- n BERLlfTMAY 7jABlE
tion Army drive will meet at tho Elks shot
with a bullet through his abdomen.
tn.ol.nU nf whtoi which we were
club at 8:30 o'clock this morning.
AUSTRIAN CABINET
A short time later Patrolman Pablo
year without
Dr. and Mrs. E. J. Alger and child Ltijan and Thomas Hogan went to able to export that loafr
last
This
on
our
home
trenching
left Monday morning on the CaliBT MORNING
JObKNAU BPICIAL LIAMD wmtl
They searched the
Lopes' home.
owing to the large iau-- n
fornia limited for a trip to Los An- house for a revolver and found Lopes year, nthowever,
London, July 23. According to rethe 1917 wheat cron. we had
geles.
asleep. He denied any knowledge of available from net carryover and pro ports from Vienna published in BerMr. and Mrs. D. Kirkwood Smith the crime and said he did not have duction and
imports, only pusi aooui lin it is probable that Emperor
have returned from a motor trip to a gun.
Therefore Charles will ask Count Czernin, the
our normal consumption.
Estes national park. Idaho Springs
former foreign minister,, to form a
According to the police,' Lopes said our wheat shipments to ajlied destiand Denver, Colo.
yesterday he was so drunk on the nations represents approximately sav new Austrian cabinet, says an ExThe Woman's
Relief Corps will night of the murder thut he did not! ings from our own wheat Dreaa.
change Telegraph dispatch.
'J "Thau. fiiritraa hnWAVAr. rflo not The conservative
meet in the I, O. O. F. hall at 2:30 know what he had done.
press of Berlin Is
Maldonado's funeral will be held lit fully convey the volume of the effort urging the German government to
o'clock. Candidates will be initiated
Sacred Heart church Thursday morn- and sacrifice made during tne pasi give Austria a, hint that Count Czerand refreshments will be served.
Dr., and Mrs. p, O. Cornish and Mr. ing. Burial will be in San Jose ceme- year by the whole American people, nin would not be acceptable to Gerand Mrs. It. It. Pollock will leave this tery,
llesnlte the mnirnificent effort of out many in view of hie last speech In
morning by automobile for Colorado.
agricultural population in planting a wheh he insinuated that Germany's
much increased acreage in ivii..nm war aims were no longer of a defenThey will be away several weeks.
nnlv was them x verv large failure in sive character.
R. J. l'arkcr, general manager of
In accepting the resignation of the
wheat but also the corn failed to ma
the western lines of the Santa Fe
ture properly and our corn is our Beydlcr cabinet. Emperor Charles said
railroad with headquarters at Amar-lllAt a meeting yesterday of the ar- dominant crop. We calculate that tho he took such action because the prewas In Albuquerque last night.
mory
board, the resignation of O. A. total nutritional production of the mier had pointed out that he could
No.
Albuquerque
13,303,
Camp
Burtner,
recently appointed captain country for the fiscal year just closed no longer command a majority In the
Modern Woodmen of America, will
of
the
home
guards company to be was between 7 per cent and 9 per cent lower house.
meet in regular session tonight.
All
was tond'ved and
helnw the avernee of the three pre
here,
organized
members are roqucsted to attend.
Trimble's
Burtner declared business in- vious years, our nutritional surplus
livery and sadtiue Horse.
L. H. Wood, 312 West noma avenue, terests
'
occupied his time and that he for export In those years being about Red Barn.
has a war garden which Is a sample could not faithfully discharge his du- the Bame amount as the shrinkage
of what Albuquerque
ARMIJO'8 TAXI LINE
soil can do. ties.
last year. Therefore the consumption
,
Two large cart at yoor service, day
Sweet corn in the garden Is ten feet
Another captain has not yet been and waste In food have been greatly
by the hour.
high.
appointed but one will be named with- reduced In every direction during the and night Cheap rates
PHONE 414.
Mrs. Charles H. Kissam, assistant in a week.
year.
DBLTVEBT
FREE CALL AND
W 8. W.
city clerk, has received word from
People Are Responsible.
BATCH'S OLD STAND
"T am anrA that Ml the millions of
Join the "Two-ni- llied Crow Club.
her husband, formerly of the forest
our people, agricultural as well as
EGGS
GENTRY
TONS urban, who have contributed to these
Con-ro- y
sat
dlflnlte
a
results
very
shouldfeel
Champion,
Hawkins,
Skinner,
Is Motorized by Henry' Delivery. lsfaetlon
of
universal
a
dozen.
In
that
year
65p
and
Son
Market;
Jose
Phone 938.
tnnA ohAKinffai In th northern hem
isphere all of those people joined to
'TVo-Bit- "
$1 gether
against Germany- nave come
HAULS ANYTHING
har-Vtst
Four suits pressed $1.23. through Into sight of the comin
not only with health and strength
Contract pUn. Ooiu'bl1 Cleanljof Ca.
fully maintained, but wlt& only tem
victory-bringin-

Leaves Mondays,

K0EIELA
'

"I

LYRIC
TODAY

i

?

Your Name"

2,133,-100,00-

0

Adults
Children

f

PLACED

PORFIRIQ LOPEZ

495-40-

Strong Brothers f

ill

BITTNER
819

-

QUICK
223 West Copper.'
V. E. B

Persons who wlsD to renew or take
out membership In the Red Crow
an do so by calling at Strong's Book
Store, O. A. Mataon 3t Co., Grimshaw't
or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
tbe chairman of the Membership committee, No. 1S.M--

f

Pay your

i

a duty you should not
neglect.
W. 8. S.

Don't neglect the Two-Bit- "
Cross Cluh. Join today.
W.

St.

"Nan of Music Mountain"
II. SPEARMAN

FROM THE RED BLOODED BOOK OF FRANK

Red

-

IT'S A PARAMOUNT

Red

"

"WEEKLY EVENTS"

Man to work with poultry; married
man or one not subject to military
duty preferred; good wages, living
quarters furnished; extensive experience not necessary. R. B. T.,

WANTED
AT ONCE.

USED CAR SALE
he Ust Yon May
Find Just What You Want.
One Overland Touring
- passenger
$100
One
Overland
Touring,
- passenger
$276
One Overland Roadster. .. .$450
One Bulck
Touring,
$950
passenger
One Overland Touring passenger
..$250.00
One Ford Touring.
.$400
One Dodge. Touring
$250
AMONG
MANY
BARGAINS
THE ABOVE, CALL AND
LOOK TUEM OVER
Look Over

Journal.

I

Typist with fair knowledge
of stenography. Nominal salary to start. Good opportunity for advancement If qualified. Address

5-

6-

The New Model Reo Four

7-

If you want one of these beautiful
cars at present price it will be
NECESSARY

TO APPLY

6-

SOON

"II. F." care Journal Office.

......

Remember the Reo Is the car
d
of
parts throughout. Ask
for booklet by New Mexico owners who have driven their cars
over-size-

from 10,000 to 80,000 miles. The
Bennett Co. recently purchased a
Reo for-- stage route from Silver
City to Mogollon. Why?
Gibson of Socorro recently purchased three Reos for mountain
taxi service.
COOPER MOTOR CO.
Distributors for New Mexico
Coleman Blank Garage

X
KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phone

710.

D
51S-51-

5

CO.
W. Central.

Mrs.

J. F.

her

rc-op-

hoarding house, 112 North Walter,
Wednesday, July 24th.

FANCY

SUMMER APPLES
FOR SALE
We have a very large
of
them and all orders will liecrop
great'
ly appreciated. For prices write
or call at

Good
Propositions
Open Now. . See

Let Us Send a Man
To Replace That Broken Window
Glass. , t
LUMBER
CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
423 N. First.
Phono 421.

,

Pbona

:

SHEEP FOR SALE
We have the best bargains in the
state in breeding ewes, both in
heavy
light shearers. If in
the market for sheep write us. We
also have fine pure bred rams for
Immediate or future delivery. Wm.
L. Staley & Co., Second street and
Gold Avenue.
j

OFFICE

AUTO SERVICE
TO

JEMEZ
HOT SPRINGS

T

NOW!

British Cunadian Recruiting
.
Mission

George Roslington
Resident Officer

Tl'

Gallup Lamp

ROUND TRIP, $20.

t

ENi-IS-

All persons wishing to enlist In the
British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.

ad

Notify Undersigned.
CHAS. H. CLAY,
Jemez Hot Springs, N. M.'

851--

BRITISHERS

Are

Farm Labor Agent
JOURNAL

ALONSO

SUM WEST CENTRAL

'

MORNING

MARRON

DR.

LA SALLE RANCH
Phone Red 2, L. Gros, Mgr.
Bernalillo, N. M.

FARM LABORERS
WANTED
Many

second ana uentrai
Wants to See You"

"Grlmshaw

,

209, City.

Brown will

Shop Chocolates

GRIMSHAWS

t
WANTED

The Real Hoover Candy
Chocolate

Experienced man to take charge
of cotton goods and linen depart
ment In city. Apply Postofflce Box

-

V

IN

SEE THE WORLD.

.

Red Croat ctebf You arc

WALLACE REID

WANTED.

I

I suitFIcleaned,

THE POPULAR STAR

8.

Don't neglect th "Two-BitCmM Club. Join today.

Y0UR1mTNGBY"

SPRINGER

PRESENTING

"Two-Bit- "

Red Cross dues. This is

ii

'I!

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

1

,

i

LAST TIME TODAY

Dentist
and 2. Whiting Building
Phone No. 681.
Corner Second and Gold.

Rooms

!

!

n THEATER

B. M. WILLIAMS

o,

.

.1:00, 2:15, 4:30, 6:15, 8:00, 9:45

CITY ELECTRIC "sHOE SHOP
PHONE 667

'

home guard captain

I f

TIME OF SHOWS

ROOMS

HOUSE

South First. Phone 221.
W, 8. B.

2

Pbonc 601.

f

burtneFsignsas

.Children 5c; Adults 10c
Children 10c; Adults ISc

COMING THURSDAY ONLY

Delivery
Bryant's
FOR
SERVICE

Jjs-Hc-

f

to 6
Nights, 6 to 11.

William Farnum in "THE PLUNDERER"

fm-tho- r

v

TWO REEL KEYSTONE COMEDY

1

& Co., 220 West Second.

LOCAL ITEMS

ft

A

"NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS."

FOR RENT.
Fine office rooms formerly occupied by the cattle sanitary board.
For full Information call at J. Kor-be- r

st

i

ALSO

Matinee,

Undertakers

i

.

IN SEVEN PARTS

Warehouse man; one who can use
typewriter preferred. D-- l Journal.

7.

1

picture you wont forget soon.

WANTED.

"Lend Me

i

J

I

L0CKW00D

WITH

A story of the world's unjust
A picture for tliliiKing
men anil women A pica lo make the world safe for children

V

HAROLD

HIS MASTER DRAMA

ZEN A KEEFE

Young man or young lady to work
at soda fountain.
PALACE DRl'G CO.

be-fo-

SOMETIMES A GREAT ONE

W. 'NOBLE PRESENTS

--

WANTED

RECRUITS ID BE

i

fr

Indies and
order
anil workmanntiip guaranteed..'
Prices rrssonatil. Cleaning,
prpaalng and repairing. N. T. Armljo
Building, corner ticcond and Central.
Phona 626.
to-

GOOD SHOW

A

Sh ante

& PUTNICK

I"Utlnir

All

OPENED

JOHN

TAII-OII-

Rults made

ttent.

POUND, 75c

'i

ALWAYS

Car leaves Albuquerque 7 a. m.
Santa Fe, 4:30 p. m.
Fare Ono Way, $3.75
Round Trip, $7.00

of first pickings new crop Japan Tea has
arrived, the best to be had.

DRIVE

House of High Class Pictures and Music

Wednesdays,
Fridays
and Saturdays.

g

STORE

LAST TIME TODAY

22.
600.

Singer Tuxl Co., Phone

IMPORT ORDER

WARD'S

ON

.' W

CerrUlos Lump

T

1

11111

sfoil

VCJCll

PHONE
X

ASTTHRACTTE,

Ooka, Mill Wood,

factory

sT

VU

Gallup Store

Cerrllloa

Start

tl

ALL STXE&Y STEAM COAL.
Wood, Cord Wood, Hatff fclndllnt,

tin.

X

